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FOREWORD
And she said...
Flowers are red young man
Green leaves are green
There's no need to see flowers any other way
Than the way they always have been seen
But the little boy said...
There are so many colours in the rainbow
So many colours in the morning sun
So many colours in the flower and I see every one
‘Flowers are Red’ by Harry Chapin

There exists a common misconception that
“entrepreneurs are highly innovative, and because I am
not innovative, therefore I cannot be an entrepreneur”.
Unfortunately this widely held belief has gained
increased currency over the past decade, and recent
political and media discussions concerning the critical
need for ‘innovative entrepreneurship’ have simply
reinforced this fallacy. But the reality of the situation is
very different, as entrepreneurs are not particularly
innovative (less than 4% of new businesses are based
on a truly original concept or product), and each of us
has some level of creative abilities. Therefore instead of
entrepreneurs and ourselves being drawn at different
ends of an innovation continuum, the interesting truth

is that the vast majority of us are all pretty similar in
terms of our innovative abilities, except that we use
them differently.
One disappointment of many Western education
systems is that not enough time is spent developing the
right hand side of the brain (creative side) and
therefore we are not confident of its use when we
become adults. Even when we are given the time to be
creative in the classroom, frequently parameters are
placed on our creativity. We are told by the teacher
that “Flowers are Red,” and so the opportunity to
explore the limits of our creative abilities gets lost. It
has been my experience that if you give people a
positive environment, they can be highly innovative
once they get past their initial reticence to have fun
seeing what they are capable of achieving.
Once people understand that innovation does not only
include New Product Development or Research &
Development from people in laboratories, they then
begin to recognise what they can actually achieve given
some encouragement and even quickly start to surprise
themselves. They learn to brainstorm and how to use
different methods in generating innovative ideas for
their business. Following this breakthrough, they then
develop the confidence to start using the same
techniques to explore how they can be innovative in
terms of the promotional activities that they use for the
business or in developing the product or service that is
being offered to their customer. From there, the energy
and imagination of the people with whom they work
begins to take a life of its own and their new life‐skill

becomes an integrated part of their personality. They
will eventually appreciate that there is no end to how
they can improve their business, or in the level of
innovation within their own individual capacity.
This book is a wonderful support for anyone who
wishes to develop their innovative abilities, and it is
offered in a very simple‐to‐understand fashion. The
book ensures that innovation does indeed occur, but
this is done in a manner that is easily readable and not
full of the jargon that is frequently found in other
literature in this field. It is structured to allow you to
follow logically the various stages of developing your
innovation skills while being allowed to return to earlier
chapters at anytime to refresh the knowledge and
understanding that had been garnered earlier in the
book. You will finish the book with your own ‘Action
Pan’ which you will have tailored designed to fit your
own abilities and needs.
While there are thousands of books available on the
topic of innovation, it is very difficult to find one that
you will so easily understand and which will allow you
to create your own future. That is innovation in action!
Thomas M. Cooney
President – European Council for Small Business

PREFACE
A LITTLE BOY by Helen Buckley
Once a little boy went to school.
He was quite a little boy
And it was quite a big school.
But the little boy
Found that he could go to his room
By walking in from the door outside,
He was happy
And school did not seem
Quite so big any more.
One morning,
When the little boy had been in school awhile,
The teacher said:
Today we are going to make a picture.
Good, thought the little boy.
He liked to make pictures.
He could make all things;
Lions and tigers,
Chickens and cows,
Trains and boats ‐
And he took out his box of crayons
And began to draw.

But the teacher said, Wait.
It is not time to begin.
And she waited until everyone looked ready.
Now, said the teacher,
We are going to make flowers.
Good, thought the little boy.
He liked to make flowers,
And he began to make beautiful flowers.
With his pink and orange and blue crayons.
But the teacher said, Wait!
And I will show you how.
And it was red, with a green stem.
There, said the teacher,
Now you may begin.
The little boy looked at the teacher's flower.
Then he looked at his own flower.
He liked his flower better than the teacher's.
But he did not say this.
He just turned his paper over
And he made a flower like the teacher's.
It was red, with a green stem.
On another day,
When the little boy had opened
The door from outside all by himself,
The teacher said:
Today we are going to make something with clay.
Good, thought the little boy.
He liked clay.
He could make all kinds of things with clay:
Snakes and snowmen,

Elephants and mice,
Cars and trucks ‐
And he began to pull and pinch
His ball of clay.
But the teacher said:
Wait, it is not time to begin.
And she waited until everyone looked ready.
Now, said the teacher,
We are going to make a dish,
He liked to make dishes,
And he began to make some
That were all shapes and sizes.
But the teacher said, Wait
And I will show you how.
And she showed everyone how to make
One deep dish.
There, said the teacher.
Now you may begin.
The little boy looked at the teacher's dish,
Then he looked at his own.
He liked his dishes better than the teacher's.
But he did not say this.
He just rolled his clay into a big ball again
And he made a dish just like the teacher's.
It was a deep dish.
And pretty soon the little boy learned to wait,
And to watch, And to make things just like the teacher.
And pretty soon
He didn't make anything of his own any more.

Then it happened that the little boy and his family
Moved into another house, in another city,
And the little boy had to go to another school.
This school was even bigger than the other one,
And there was no door from the outside into his room.
He had to go up some steps,
And walk down a long hall
To get to his room.
And the very first day he was there,
The teacher said:
Today we are going to make a picture.
Good, thought the little boy,
And he waited for the teacher
To tell him what to do.
But the teacher didn't say anything.
She just walked around the room.
When she came to the little boy she said:
Don't you want to make a picture?
Yes, said the little boy,
What are we going to make?
I don't know until you make it, said the teacher.
How shall I make it? asked the little boy.
Why, anyway you like, said the teacher.
And any colour? asked the little boy.
Any colour, said the teacher.
If everyone made the same picture,
And used the same colours,
How would I know who made what?
And which was which?
I don't know, said the little boy,
And he began to make a red flower with a green stem.

INTRODUCTION:
Why another book about
innovation?
There are plenty of books about innovation. Hundreds,
and maybe thousands of them. So why does the
business world need yet another book on innovation?
I suppose you could ask the same question about books
on chess. At the last count, there were 20,000. What,
you may ask, could the 20,001st book add? And the
answer would be that the author believed that he or
she had something unique to contribute.
And so it is with innovation. The main message of this
book – and the reason I called it Innovation Demystified
– is that everyone has a creative spark. Everyone can be
innovative. You do not need to be a Nobel Laureate, a
molecular biologist or an expert in nanotechnology to
get involved in innovation. All you need is a fertile mind
– and that’s something we are all born with.
As we saw in the Preface, the educational system does
a thorough job in persuading most of us that we are not

creative, not imaginative, not innovative. We don’t
need the story of the red flower with the green stem to
know that there are depressing statistics about how the
spark of imagination is snuffed out by an obsession
with curriculum and exams.
By writing a book that contains lots of simple
techniques for tapping into our creative core and
harnessing our imagination, I hope to restore some
balance.
This book has three distinct audiences in mind:
!

!
!

Young professionals, recently qualified
graduates, people who have recently started
their own business, people who have just
entered the job market, people seeking a place
for themselves in the world of work, people
asking themselves how to add value and have a
little fun.
The wider business community – people who
need a refresher course in innovation and its
role in the economy.
Me. After reading hundreds of business books, I
have reached the conclusion that many
business writers effectively conduct a dialogue
with themselves. Indeed, my favourite business
books are those where the author is engaged
on a personal voyage of discovery.

And so it is with this book. I am fascinated by creativity.
I am obsessed with innovation. I am passionate about
both.

This book is based on the many years I have spent
observing and participating in the innovation space.
Although the term ‘innovation’ has been in the public
domain for decades, and although it is referred to
incessantly by the media, there is very little consensus
about what innovation is, and even less consensus
about how to achieve it and implement it.
I am convinced that the real secret to innovation does
not lie in mantras or sound bites. It lies with you. It lies
within every one of us. If we dig deep inside ourselves,
we will find the spirit of innovation. We will find our
creativity.
Each one of us has the power and the potential to
change the world. Each one of us, to quote President
Obama when he visited Ireland in the spring of 2011,
has the potential to “imagine a brighter future even in
bitter times.”
Any discussion of innovation throws up a number of
questions:
!

!
!

Is there an essential difference between small
entrepreneurial companies and larger
established companies when it comes to
innovation?
Are the terms innovation and creativity
interchangeable?
Is innovation a mainly organisational function
while creativity is an individual component?

!
!
!
!

Is creativity a necessary but insufficient
component of innovation, while creativity is a
necessary precondition for innovation?
Does being creative mean that you must have
fuzzy hair and a slashed ear?
Is creativity a purely intuitive and unscientific
process, or is it an intentional and deliberate
process?
Is innovation the exclusive domain of big
corporations, or can sole traders, lonely
entrepreneurs, soloists, and start‐ups also
practice innovation?

This exploration of innovation and creativity is relevant
to both the intrapreneurial and entrepreneurial worlds.
These worlds are very different. Yanky Fachler says in
Fire in the Belly that some employees should never be
tempted to start their own business. Others should
never have been employees in the first place. Some
self‐employed people should never have left
employment, while others discover a fulfillment in
entrepreneurship that they never felt when they were
employees.
But when it comes to creativity and innovation, I
believe that entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs probably
have more in common than we realise. Whether you
are an employee stuck in the so‐called safety of a
corporate blanket, or an entrepreneur struggling to
survive, creativity and innovation are key to your
success.

My aim is to help you become cultural ambassadors of
innovation. I want you to become innovation
champions, establishing a beachhead for creativity and
innovation wherever you operate.
If you are a typical employee in 21st century Ireland, you
have lunch with the same people every day. You come
to work the same way every day. You leave on the dot
of 5 every day. You carry out your duties the same way
every day. You choose from the same limited selection
of suits, shirts and jackets every day. You attend the
same meetings with the same people, and say the
same things in every meeting. That’s what you learned
to do. It’s what you think you are expected to do. So
you do it without question.
Do you remember what it was like to be your own
person? To dream? To allow yourself to simply
imagine? Do you remember how you used to read two
or three books a week at a college – and not all of them
specifically on your degree subject? Do you remember
a time when you believed that anything was possible?
This book tries to avoid an academic discussion about
the theory of innovation. My aim is to offer you a tool‐
kit of techniques for coming up with better ideas –
along with some tips on how to stand up to the
naysayers who will try and persuade you that your
ideas are no good.
In chapter one, we explore definitions of innovation –
what it is, and what it isn’t. Innovation describes the
way the world changes, improves, progresses.

Innovation has the power to change whole industries
and the competitive positioning of individual
companies. We demolish some innovation myths, and
to move on to engage with the practice of innovation.
The economic downturn that started in 2008 revealed
that there was a lot less innovation than we thought.
Optimisation, not innovation, has been the corporate
mantra. The chapter also examines the difference
between creativity, which generates ideas, and
innovation, which implements them.
In chapter two, we explore creativity drivers. We start
with curiosity, the key to the creative process. Curious
people always ask questions. Their minds are always
alert, searching for answers. When you are curious,
your mind expects, anticipates and recognises new
ideas. Without curiosity, ideas can pass us by because
our mind is not prepared to recognise them. The
chapter explores other drivers of creativity, and
differentiates between the positive and negative
“background music” of a creative comfort zone,
including how to respond to the put‐downs that all too
often accompany innovative efforts.
Chapter three asks why the quality of our solutions is in
direct proportion to the quality of the description of the
problem we’re trying to solve. Defining the problem
can require as much creativity as discovering the
solution ‐ so the first critical step in solving a creative
problem is to define the problem properly. The better
you define the problem, the better your solution. Too
many creative efforts fail because the problem is either
unclear or it is focused in the wrong place.

Chapter four looks at ways of generating the ideas that
lead to innovative breakthroughs. We analyse the idea
generation process, and we explore the left‐brain/right‐
brain dichotomy. By indulging for a longer period in
right brain thinking, we can become more
spontaneous, less rigid and more imaginative. We
examine brainstorming, idea journals, and several other
techniques for creating a pool of ideas.
Chapter five reviews several techniques for selecting
ideas that will be taken forward for further
development. Tools such as Concept Screening, Force‐
field Analysis, The Hundred Dollar Test, NUF (New,
Useful, Feasible), Pause and Negative Selection are
described.
Chapter six looks at ways of fuelling your creative
comfort zone. We look at the role of nutrition, and we
explore neurobic brain exercises that help the brain
stay fit. We look at ways of stoking creative energy, and
learn about napping rooms. We look at how colour
influences the creative environment, and we learn
about Laughter Yoga, based on the fact that our body
cannot differentiate between fake and real laughter.
Chapter seven is about achieving buy‐in, specifically
the implicit and explicit questions that your pitch has to
answer. We look at the proverbial elevator ride where
you get a once‐in‐a‐lifetime opportunity to make your
pitch to the top guy. We look at the advantaged and
disadvantages of PowerPoint, we explore Steve Jobs’
presentation techniques, and we read case studies of
people who beat the odds to make their pitch.

Chapter eight looks at execution. Too many great ideas
have languished because they were never properly
executed. We explore the difference between ideas and
execution, and identify some key execution building
blocks. We look at pre‐mortems, which use prospective
hindsight to correctly identify reasons for future
outcomes. We look at post‐mortems, specifically the
after‐action review (AAR), a structured review process
for analysing what happened, why it happened, and
how it can be done better.
Chapter nine explores our tolerance – or intolerance –
for failure, which is an inevitable accompaniment to
many a creative effort. We look at different cultural
attitudes to failure, and we examine key characteristics
of failure. We explore the link between failure and
attitude, and we look at the role of education in
determining our attitude to failure. We list some useful
techniques for overcoming fear of failure.
Chapter ten pulls it all together.
I hope you enjoy this book. I welcome your comments,
and will gladly incorporate them in future editions.
Richard Lawler, BSc, MSc
Managing Director, StartInnovating

1. DEFINING
INNOVATION
Before we look at what innovation is, I think it’s useful
to explore the myths of innovation – what innovation
isn’t.
“Some people are creative, others are better at
execution.” This common myth is demolished by
Jordan Ayan, who says that the idea that only certain
people are creative, while others are better at
execution and the operational end of things, is totally
wrong.
Everyone has far more creative capability than they
realise. Creativity is not only about art – it is also about
business. Creativity is the area from which the most
profitable growth in any organization can come.
Jeffrey Paul Baumgartner ‐ creativity advisor, trainer,
brainstormer, author and imaginator extraordinaire –
offers the following list of his favourite innovation
myths:

“I am not creative.” Of course you are. Creativity is
what differentiates us from parrots that can say clever
things but cannot utter a creative idea if their lives
depend upon it. And while some people are naturally
more creative than others, we can all have very creative
ideas.
The problem is that we learn at an early age to inhibit
our creativity. We absorb comments like “That's a
stupid idea” from colleagues and family, which only
reinforces our belief that we are not creative. We
develop the habit of censoring creative ideas. So next
time you have an idea that you – or anyone else –
consider to be stupid, remind yourself that you are
creative.
“Creative people always have great ideas.” No they
don’t. Creative people have ideas every waking hour of
the day. Of those ideas, a precious few are great. Some
are good, some are mediocre, and some are stupid.
Over time, we forget the weak ideas that creative
people come up with, and only remember the great
ones. If this myth were true, we would only turn to
creative people for ideas – and what a monumental
waste that would be.
“Constructive criticism from a colleague will improve
my idea.” Yeah, just like tripping a child when she is
learning to walk will help her improve her walking skills.
Criticism, whether constructive or destructive,
squelches creative thinking. Fresh ideas are fragile.
They need nurturing, not kicking.

“We need a review process for screening ideas and
determining which ones to implement.” Review
processes are often just another way of saying, “let’s
remove risk from ideas.” Not only does this erode
creativity – it actually can’t be done. The best way to
focus creative thinking is to adopt a transparent tool
that allows employees to submit, read and collaborate
on ideas. Reviewing ideas is important. But first you
need to generate creative ideas.
“That's a good idea. Let's run with it immediately.”
Avoid the temptation to stop searching for more new
ideas and start implementing, just because we have
found a great idea. We can easily lose good ideas by
not devoting more time thinking about them. Good
ideas can often be developed into significantly better
ideas. Don't think of a good idea as an end. Think of it
as a beginning of the second stage of creative thought.
“Drugs will help me be more creative.” This myth is
the product of the 1960s drug culture and the
glamorous stories of musicians and artists getting high
and being creative. A little bit of drugs or alcohol might
loosen your inhibitions, but a lot of drugs or alcohol will
alter your mind and make you believe you are being
more creative. To people watching you, you will simply
seem like someone who is too high to be trusted.
“If it ain't broke, don't fix it.” Fortunately, Dr. Hans
von Ohain and Sir Frank Whittle didn't think like that –
or we'd still be flying in propeller planes, which worked
perfectly fine when these two gentlemen invented the
jet engine.

“I don't need a notebook. I always remember my
ideas.” Most of us are not good at recall. Our memories
are suspect and fickle. When we are inspired by an idea,
that idea is often out of context. If we don’t make a
note of it, we are likely to forget it.
Scott Berkun, author of The Myths of Innovation,
claims that much of what we think we know about
innovation is not only false, but may actually stifle our
creativity. Here are some of his myth‐busters:
“Innovation involves someone working alone.” Not
so. No invention in history came about without reusing
ideas from the past. For all of our chronocentric glee,
our newest ideas have historic roots: the term network
is 500 years old, webs were around before the human
race, and the algorithmic DNA is more elegant and
powerful than any programming language.
Wise innovators are driven by passion more than by
ego. They initiate partnerships, collaborations, and
humble studies of the past, raising their odds against
the timeless challenges of innovation.
“The biggest innovations are true breakthroughs.”
Apple Computers earned well‐deserved credit for vastly
improving existing ideas, refining them into excellent
products, and developing them into businesses. But
Apple did not invent the graphical user interface, the
computer mouse, or the digital music player. Similarly,
Google did not invent the search engine, and Nintendo
did not invent the video game.

“Innovation is the result of epiphany.” Epiphany is an
occasional bonus that you gain when you are working
on tough problems. Most innovations come without
epiphanies. And if powerful moments do occur, they
give us precious little hints about how to find the next
precious moment. Nearly every major innovation of the
20th century took place without anyone claiming that
an epiphany was involved.
“There is methodology in the history of innovation.”
There is less than we think. Every technology arrived in
the same chaos that we witness in our innovation
today. The invention and adoption of innovations like
catapults, laser beams and nanotechnology, are based
on ordinary, selfish, and mostly short‐term
motivations. Mistakes and complexities are
everywhere.
“We all love new ideas.” We may pay lip service to the
notion that we all love new ideas, but we actually prefer
ideas only after others have tested them. We confuse
truly new ideas with good ideas that have already been
proven, which just happen to be new to us. It remains a
fact that throughout history, the greater the potential
of an idea, the harder it proved to find anyone willing to
try it. Berkun quotes famous inventor Howard Aiken:
'Don't worry about people stealing an idea. If it's
original, you will have to ram it down their throats.'
“Innovation demands total commitment.” Giants of
innovation like Newton and Archimedes combined a
passionate commitment to work with an equally
passionate determination to take time out.

Sitting under a tree and relaxing in a bath lets the mind
wander and frees the subconscious to do its own work.
According to physicist and author Freeman Dyson: "I
think it's very important to be idle. People who keep
themselves busy all the time are generally not creative.
So I'm not ashamed of being idle.”
Steven J. Kline and Gnathion Rosenberg, in An
Overview of Innovation, say that models that depict
innovation as a smooth, well‐behaved linear process
badly mis‐specify the nature and direction of the causal
factors at work. Innovation is complex, uncertain,
somewhat disorderly, and subject to changes of many
sorts.
Innovation is also difficult to measure and demands
close coordination of adequate technical knowledge
and excellent market judgment in order to satisfy
economic, technological, and other types of constraints
‐ all simultaneously. The process of innovation must be
viewed as a series of changes in a complex system not
only of hardware, but also of the market environment,
production facilities and knowledge and the social
contexts of the innovation organization.
We have seen what innovation isn’t. Let’s see what it is.
And here is where the problems begin. Why? Because
there are so many different ways to define innovation.
Of course, no discussion on innovation would be
complete without quoting the remarks attributed to
Charles H Duell, commissioner for US Patents Office in
18TT. “Everything that can be invented,” he said, “has
been invented.”

Poor Mr. Duell. His remarks have been ridiculed in
every book on innovation ever written.
So what did he get so wrong? He simply misunderstood
and underestimated the nature of innovation. It is
relentless. It never stops. In fact, it was already then –
and continues now ‐ to gather pace quicker than ever
before.
One of the most vivid visual – and funny ‐ examples of
the meaning of innovation that I ever saw was at the
cinema. Movie buffs will know the memorable scene in
the Indiana Jones movie, Raiders of the Lost Ark, when
Harrison Ford is confronted by a sword‐brandishing
baddie. Everyone in the audience is expecting Indie to
engage in an exciting fight with the swordsman, using
his famous whip. But instead, Indie simple draws his
gun and shoots the guy.
I have no way of knowing whether management guru
Gary Hamel is an Indiana Jones fan, but he may well
have had this scene in mind when he described the role
of innovation thus: “People who live by the sword are
shot by those who don’t.”
Here are some definitions of innovation that I like:
Change that creates a new dimension of
performance. Peter Drucker, the man who single‐
handedly invented management science. He also said
that there are only two essential functions for the
business: marketing and innovation.

The creation, development and implementation of a
new product, process or service, with the aim of
improving efficiency, effectiveness or competitive
advantage. Government of New Zealand
Creating something before people know they need
it. Guy Kawaski
The successful exploitation of new ideas. UK
Department of Innovation and Skills
Invention is the creation of a new device or process.
Innovation is the introduction of change via
something new. William B. Rouse, Strategies for
Innovation
Continuous innovation occurs largely because a few
key executives have a broad vision of what their
organizations can accomplish for the world and lead
their enterprises toward it. James Brian Quinn.
Innovation is creativity with a job to do. John
Emmerling
Here are some other definitions of innovation:
!
!

The process of taking creative ideas to market
or to usefulness
The search for and the discovery,
experimentation, development, imitation and
adoption of new products, new processes and
new organisational set ups.

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

The conversion of knowledge and ideas into a
benefit, which may be for commercial use or for
the public good; the benefit may be new or
improved products, processes or services.
The process that transforms ideas into
commercial value.
Defying conventional wisdom and conventional
logic.
Confronting the tyranny of the status quo.
Zigzagging around doors that won't open.
A willingness to attempt things no one has ever
tried before.
Thinking laterally.
Stretching the boundaries of creative
imagination

The truth is, innovation is all of the above. You are
welcome to adopt whichever definition(s) you like and
incorporate them into your individual or corporate
innovation strategy.
Innovation describes the way the world changes,
improves, progresses. Innovation has the power to
change whole industries and the competitive
positioning of individual companies. According to a
2008 Boston Consulting Group survey, most executives
consider innovation to be in their top three strategy
priorities.
Business leaders keep telling us that success in an ultra‐
competitive world depends on acknowledging the
urgent need for innovation. One way of achieving this is
by adopting the “entrepreneurial spirit.”

Many large corporations have publicly announced their
intention to borrow the principles of entrepreneurial
spirit from the world of hungry start ups.
The Wallas model of innovation (1926)
One of the earliest business writers to look at
innovation as a systematic and deliberate process was
Graham Wallas, way back in 1926. In Art of Thought,
he presented one of the first models of the idea
generation process. In the Wallas model, creative
insights and illuminations are explained by a process
consisting of four stages:
1. Preparation. Preparatory work on a problem
that focuses your mind on the problem and
explores its dimensions. If you expect to gain
new insights, you must know your field of
study. People get inventive ideas mainly in
their own fields ‐ poets in poetry; scientists, in
science. Gather the fact, figures, ideas and
opinions. A broader background of experiences
helps you be more prepared for creativity.
2. Incubation. Let the subconscious work on the
information you have gathered. Many great
ideas came only when a period of time was
spent away from the problem. This was
certainly the experience of Archimedes when
he got his idea in the public bath.
3. Illumination. Insight is where the creative idea
bursts forth from its preconscious processing
into conscious awareness. It’s the "click" or
"flash" of a new idea.

4. Verification. Where the idea is consciously
verified, elaborated, and then applied. In this
final step, efforts are made to see if the "happy
idea" actually solves the problem. Since "great"
ideas don't always work out in actual practice,
this final step is vitally important to the success
of any project.
Innovation is not restricted to ideas. You can innovate
your career. Are you doing what you want to do? Are
you learning new things every day? Do you feel
comfortably challenged with the work on your plate? If
not, it may be time to try something new.
You can innovate your management style. Are you
making your team members as productive, successful
and satisfied as possible? For those who don’t work
directly with you, how are you enabling them to
achieve their goals, and make both you and the
company overall perform better?
Are you actively mentoring future leaders inside your
company? When you get requests for your time to help
someone learn – whether or not they work directly for
you – do you take the time to do it? Do you actively use
recognition strategies to praise and motivate your
team?
You can innovate your personal life. Are you staying
balanced and refreshed so that you’re working at your
peak while on the job, but also living a rich, fulfilling life
away from the office? Explore that personal itch. Meet
new people. Try new things. Mix things up.

You can innovate your relationships. Think about the
people most important to you – your family, your
spouse, your close friends. Do you spend as much time
with them as you want? Do you do the things with
them you want to be doing? And you can innovate your
future.
In Making the invisible visible – the human principles
for sustaining innovation, Robert B Rosenfeld
describes innovation as a dialogue between the creator
and the environment. He says that innovation starts
when you turn problems into ideas, and allow your
passion to become the fuel and your pain to become
the hidden ingredient.
According to Rosenfeld, there are 5 types of innovation
system: Originator‐assisted innovation – a process that
helps employees to transform their own ideas into
business opportunities; Targeted innovation –
developing solutions to meet specific needs; Internal
venturing – launching processes for new businesses
that do not fit the company’s current line of business;
Continuous improvement – incremental improvements;
and Strategic transfer – transferring technology or
knowledge in order to leverage capabilities.
Robert Sutton, author of The No Asshole Rule, has a
more unconventional attitude to creativity and
innovation. We should take our past successes – and
forget them. We should encourage people to ignore
and defy their bosses. We should hire slow learners of
the rules, people who make us uncomfortable.

During the 1980s and 1990s, much lip service was paid
to innovation, and massive corporate expenditures on
technology created the illusion that a lot of it was
happening. But with the economic downturn, it’s
becoming increasingly clear that there was a lot less
innovation than we thought. Rather than innovating, it
seems that many companies were actually caught in
the optimisation trap.
Optimising has been the focus of every management
fad and business trend of the past 100 years, starting
with Frederick Taylor's time‐study. It's all been geared
toward helping companies become more efficient and
productive, doing the old things better rather than
doing anything new. We incessantly try to make those
incremental improvements that will result in slightly
better performance. We do this month day after day,
until we're ready to scream. We have no choice. You
can't be successful in business without optimising.
There is nothing wrong with optimisation. But too
great a focus on it can leave us vulnerable to new
technologies, new competitors and economic
downturns. If we only focus on doing the same things
better, we are not thinking about the big threats that
lie ahead.
In 2008, Stuart Read and David Robertson identified
the community as the next big innovation for
innovation. In an environment where people can
contribute, interact and engage, the community does
the creation, regardless of whether they are users,
partners, suppliers or employees.

Read and Robertson claim that the community
approach generates more ideas. A website can interact
with a nearly unlimited number of individuals, each
with a potentially innovative idea for the firm, 24/7.
New ideas can come from virtually anyone, anywhere,
any time. And these ideas are better.
In The Wisdom of Crowds, James Surowiecki offers
examples of how diversity can outperform expertise.
Consider the TV game show, Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire? Contestants have a choice of optional ways
in getting help in answering the questions. One of the
choices is to consult the audience, the other is to
consult a friend. Calling a friend comes up with the
right answer 65% of the time, compared to 91% when
asking the audience.
Read and Robertson say that enabling interactive
electronic dialogue with user communities creates
closer connection with the customer. The authors
searched the online forums of power tool manufacturer
DeWalt, and found that even in the blue‐collar
community of power tool users, thousands of blogs and
discussion groups exist ranging from product ratings
and discussions on www.amazon.com to directories of
parts and repair tips for discontinued machines. With
the low cost of computing and software, community‐
approach technologies can also offer a high return on
investment, particularly when considered on a cost per
individual interaction perspective.
Are creativity and innovation synonymous? And does it
matter?

Yoram Solomon differentiates between innovation and
creativity. Creativity is the production of novel and
useful ideas by an individual or small group of
individuals working together. Innovation is an
organisational process that begins with a creative idea
that is implemented to deliver a new product, service,
process, or business model to the market place.
Innovation is the intentional introduction and
application within a role, group or organization of
ideas, processes, products or procedures, new to the
relevant unit of adoption.
In other words, says Solomon, creativity refers to the
creative product, the creative idea or the creative
output. Creativity generates ideas, innovation
implements them.

Solomon compiled a list of characteristics that
positively affect creativity:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Persistence
Curiosity
Intuition
High energy
Proactivity
Unconventionality
Originality
Self‐motivation
Self confidence

!
!
!
!
!
!

Ambiguity tolerance
Resourcefulness
Passion
Fun
Irreverence
Willingness to challenge the status quo

If this list looks suspiciously similar to the list of
characteristics we associate with being entrepreneurial,
that’s no coincidence. We talk of entrepreneurs being
persistent, resourceful, passionate, self‐motivated and
so on.

2. CURIOSITY AND
OTHER CREATIVITY
DRIVERS
The cure for boredom is curiosity.
There is no cure for curiosity.
Dorothy Parker
A sense of curiosity is nature’s original school of
education.
Smiley Blanton

Curiosity comes in two versions: state curiosity – which
waits on something to spark it; and trait curiosity –
which does not need to be sparked. People with state
curiosity are not the most creative or innovative
members of the team. If we wait around for state
curiosity to be aroused in the brain, we could be waiting
a long time. We need trait curiosity to help us stay
constantly on the alert to spot opportunities and
solutions.

The following case study, taken from egonomics: what
makes ego our greatest asset (or most expensive
liability) by David Marcum and Steven Smith, is a great
example of this:
CASE STUDY
One day, Steve’s air conditioner broke down. A repairman
spent 30 minutes routinely checking all 20 best practice
diagnostic items on his clip‐board, and then added more
Freon to the system, even though the air conditioner was
not low on Freon. He explained his actions thus: “I
couldn’t find any other problems, so I figured that was
probably it. If this doesn’t work, you’ll probably need a
new air conditioner.”
Predictably, the air conditioner was still not working after
his visit, so Steve called the repair company again, this
time insisting – against the better judgment of the
company ‐ on a different repairman. The second guy
completed the same best practice diagnostic procedure as
his colleague, but when the air conditioner was still not
working, he simply stood and stared at the furnace for 15
minutes. He then cut into the casing of the furnace, and
discovered that the construction workers who had
installed the furnace had not cleaned the screen that
protected the evaporator coil before they encased the
furnace. Because the repairman used his trait curiosity,
he was able to identify the problem and fix it.
Curiosity is key to the creative process. Curious people
always ask questions. Their minds are always alert,
searching for answers.

When you are curious, your mind expects and
anticipates new ideas related to it. When the ideas
come they will soon be recognised. Without curiosity,
ideas can pass us by because our mind is not prepared
to recognise them. I shudder to think how many
amazing ideas may have been lost due to lack of
curiosity.
Be less curious about people and more curious about
ideas.
Marie Curie
By being curious, we can see new possibilities which are
hidden behind the surface of normal life. Being curious
is also very exciting.
Having a curious mind means being open to learn,
unlearn, and relearn. It means not accepting anything
at face value. It means asking questions relentlessly. It
means never labeling anything as boring, since this
closes doors to more possibilities. Curious people think
of learning as fun.
Curiosity figures prominently in Jordan Ayan’s formula
for driving creativity: C.O.R.E. ‐ curiosity, openness, risk
tolerance and energy.
C.O.R.E.
!

C = Curiosity: You must have a burning desire
to know about the world and everything in it.
Your curiosity drives you to wonder if you can
do something different or improve your life.

!

!

!

O = Openness to People and Ideas: You must
be willing to accept people and ideas that differ
from your own background. Your openness
allows you to explore new paths and diverse
opinions, which lead to new ideas.
R = Risk Tolerance: You must walk through life
unafraid to take the occasional risk. Your ability
to tolerate risk may sometimes put you on the
edge, but that's where the newest ideas and
biggest payoffs are.
E = Energy: You must maintain a boundless
energy for life, for helping others, and for
making yourself a better thinker. Your energy
keeps your mind constantly moving and
thinking.

The more aspects of life you approach with C.O.R.E.,
the stronger your creative spirit will grow. These
C.O.R.E. elements are the heart of your creative spirit.
They are inherent in all of us and can be expanded to
establish an environment that facilitates connections,
breakthroughs, and serendipitous collisions of time,
place and events that gestate into ideas.
Curiosity is the very basis of education.
And if you tell me that curiosity killed the cat,
I say only the cat died nobly.
Arnold Edinborough

Here are some of the questions you could ask yourself
to assess how creative you are:

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Do I approach my job and my contribution with
an opportunity mindset?
Do I show initiative and solve problems with a
can‐do attitude?
Do I see the big picture?
Do I constantly coax myself to think big?
Do I have a history of volunteering to lead new
initiatives and of getting involved in new
projects.
Do I have a genuine passion for serving the end
user?
Do I look for ways of owning customers’
problems.
Do I often take calculated risks?
Do I collaborate effectively in cross‐functional
teams?
Do I see beyond barriers and hurdles in pursuit
of my goals?
Do I welcome feedback and use it to grow?
Am I constantly gathering ideas and building
new opportunities?

Creativity is cultivated, not inborn, says Ayan. We don’t
realise that we can learn to be more creative. To free
your creative spirit, you must recognise that you have a
creative core that is often limited by self‐imposed rules
or boundaries that prevent you reaching your creative
potential. Make new connections. Expose yourself to
diversity. Widen your sources of inspiration. Surround
yourself with people you can trust, people who will help
you improve your ideas. Talk with everyone you meet.
Ask customers and suppliers what's selling, what's hot,
what they see on the horizon.

Every person you meet or place you visit might be an
opportunity waiting to happen. Each event in your life
can spark a new result or move you in a new direction.
Jordan Ayan
Your next conversation may be the most important in
your life.
Susan Scott
When people feel comfortable in expressing their ideas,
and where constructive support is given to developing
and analyzing those ideas, you know you are in a
creative zone.
This creative zone happens when you know that your
ideas are listened to and investigated, instead of being
constantly judged, and when you feel appreciated for
the effort in making your suggestions. You are
appreciated for what you do, you are appreciated for
who you are, and you are treated with respect and as
someone who can contribute to the organization. You
must be able to suggest solutions without being made
to feel like an intruder.
In a creative environment, you are given the freedom to
do your work in your own way without being constantly
judged. You are encouraged to experiment, and you
feel that people are willing to listen to your ideas. You
feel comfortable entering into a dialogue with people
at every level of the organization. The generation of
good ideas is encouraged and rewarded, both verbally
and otherwise.

Satisfaction of one’s curiosity is one of the greatest
sources of happiness in life.
Dr. Linus Pauling
A creative space where everyone is encouraged to
share their ideas is a great creativity driver. Create an
atmosphere where no one is worried that their ideas
will be stolen, here anyone is allowed to raise even the
craziest or zaniest idea without ridicule. Creativity
needs a positive, not negative “background music.”
Positive music

Negative music

Yes, and ...
That's a good idea/point
Great, let's try it
Let’s see if it works
What resources do we need?
Let's ignore the naysayers
Tell me more
How can we make it work?
What are the advantages?
How do we remove the
disadvantages?

Impractical
It’ll never work
Let's do more research
A good idea, but
Good in theory, but ...
Too futuristic
No one will buy into this
Needs further study
It's not good enough
Too much hassle

Please draw up an action plan
How can I help make this
happen?
I like it
How can we convince
everyone else?
Let's turn this into a workable
solution
What bits of the idea can we
implement immediately?

It's not part of your/my job
Ahead of its time
Let's sit on it a while
What’s the point?
It’ll never fly
Is anyone crazy enough to
try that?

Curiosity is, in great and generous minds,
the first passion and the last.
Samuel Johnson
Satisfied vs. dissatisfied customers
Intuitively, we tend to link creativity with job
satisfaction. Happier employees are more creative. Put
another way, people who hear positive background
music will be more creative. But is this always true?
Management guru Peter Drucker stated that one of the
goals of any business is to produce satisfied customers.
Satisfied customers don’t complain, they pay on time,
and they don’t clog up the lines complaining to the help
desk service. For decades, Drucker’s maxim went
unchallenged.
Then along came marketing guru Seth Godin in Free
Prize Inside and debunked what Drucker wrote.
Satisfied customers, says Godin, don’t push you and
your business to stay ahead of the competition. One
day, the competition will overtake you, and your
satisfied customers will quietly leave you. It is
dissatisfied and unsatisfied customers who drive
creativity and innovation. They know they want a
solution, but they’re not happy with the solution on
offer. As soon as they find the solution they want, they
will buy it. Google overtook Yahoo!, says Godin,
because they focused on dissatisfied Yahoo customers.
Creativity works the same way. Employees who are
dissatisfied with the status quo are more likely to want
to change it, and will therefore be more creative.

I have no special talents. I am only passionately curious.
Albert Einstein
One of the most pervasive creativity inhibitors is
surveillance. By hovering over people, we make them
feel that they’re constantly being watched while they
are working. Under constant observation, the creative
urge can go underground and hide. Evaluation is
another inhibitor. By constantly making people worry
about how they are doing, we prevent them from
having any sense of satisfaction with their
accomplishments. We must not put ourselves into a
win‐lose situation. We must not accept that originality
is a mistake, and that exploration is a waste of time.
In Fire in the Belly, Yanky Fachler identifies four
categories of put‐downs that would‐be entrepreneurs
are subject to when they announce their
entrepreneurial intentions to their family: Outrage
(How dare you!); Ridicule (You don’t have it in you!);
Put down; and Ultimatum (Over my dead body!) It’s not
that every single wannabe entrepreneur must always
encounter such hostility – but if you don’t expect it the
put‐downs, they can lead to genuine distress.
I think it’s the same with creativity and creative ideas.
Your idea may be subjected to an array of negative or
hostile responses. Most attacks can be categorized into
four main categories:
Fear mongering – fostering the fear that your idea will
somehow disturb the natural order of things, the status
quo.

Death by delay – no one comes straight out and
dismisses your idea, but they subject it to interminable
delays that drain you of all your enthusiasm.
Confusion – spreading disinformation about your idea.
Ridicule and character assassination – belittling the
idea, and by extension belittling the idea’s instigator,
which just happens to be you.
I think that bored people are unintelligent people.
Donald Trump
We do not respond well to attacks, especially when we
are not expecting the timing or the direction of the
attack. So instead of walking away frustrated from an
unpleasant encounter, cursing under your breath: "If
only I had said…", try and imagine in advance what
could go wrong. Assume that someone will try and rain
on your parade. If they do, be prepared. If they don’t,
you’ve lost nothing.
The following put‐downs and responses are adapted
from Buy In: Saving your good idea from getting shot
down by John P Kotter.
Put‐down: We tried that before and it didn't work.
Your response: That was then. Things change. We
think we know why it didn’t work last time.
Put‐down: Why change? We've been successful up to
now. We never needed to do this in the past and things
have always worked out OK.
Your response: True. But we also know that if we fail to
adapt, we will eventually become extinct.

Put‐down: We simply can't afford this. The idea may
be fine in theory, but in practice we cannot do it
without injecting new sources of money that we don’t
have.
Your response: Most important changes are achieved
without new sources of money. The real change
required here is an attitude change. The availability or
non‐availability of money is a red herring.
Put‐down: You are exaggerating the problem. Even if
there is an issue – and I’m not saying there is – it’s a
minor problem at most.
Your response: To the people who suffer as a result of
this “minor problem,” it feels like a very major problem.
Put‐down: What you’re really saying is that we've
failed! You are intimating that we have been doing a
lousy job. I find that insulting!
Your response: On the contrary, we're suggesting that
you are doing a great job. If you adopt the new ideas
that we are proposing, we believe you will do an even
better job.
Put‐down: Your proposal leaves too many questions
unanswered. I can think of a dozen holes in your
argument.
Your response: So can I! I’m sure there are lots of
things we haven’t thought of yet. But we have solved
every potential problem we have found so far. I am
confident that we will find answers to any problems
that arise.

Put‐down: This is a classic chicken and egg problem.
You can't do A without doing B, and you can't do B
without doing A. So your plan won't work.
Your response: It will work if we do a little bit of A,
which will allow a little bit of B. This in turn will allow
more A, which allows more of B, and so on.
Put‐down: Your idea is too simplistic to work.
Simplistic approaches cannot solve complex problems.
Your response: According to that thinking, no one
would ever attempt to solve complex problems.
Sometimes, the simplest approach is the best
approach. With your help and some new approaches,
we can make great advances.
Put‐down: Your solution is too complex to grasp. Our
people will never understand the idea.
Your response: We are sure we can explain this in
simple enough terms, and we are prepared to put in the
effort to convince your people.
Put‐down: If this is such a great idea, why hasn't it
been done already?
Your response: Every new idea has to start
somewhere. This is a unique opportunity for us to get
to grips with this issue.
Put‐down: Good idea, but it's the wrong time. We need
to wait until other projects are completed.
Your response: The best time is when you have people
excited and committed to make something happen.
And that's now.

Put‐down: It's too much work. We're not up to do this.
We don't have the skills or credentials to pull this off.
Your response: Any genuinely good new idea raises
our energy level and motivates us. I know our people
will stand up to the mark.
If you suspect that someone is going to put you down,
pre‐empt them. Anticipate objections by bringing them
up first. Point to examples of how this approached was
tried in the past, and proved unsuccessful. Then point
out the difference between then and now. Show why
the approach did not work then, and why you believe it
will work now. By disarming objectors before they even
raise their objections, you can fend off an attack, earn
greater credibility, and score valuable points.
Curiosity will conquer fear even more than bravery will.
James Stephens
Sometimes, the attacks don’t come from outside. They
are from inside. Fear and anxiety can often dampen our
enthusiasm. Every one of us has fears. We all have our
own way of coping with these fears. When times are
tough, fear can become our constant companion. But
we cannot afford to display our fears to the people
around us. This would send negative signals that would
impact negatively. So what are we meant to do?
Leadership coach John Baldoni says we should be
realistic. The unknown is more fearful than the known.
There’s a German proverb: “Fear makes the wolf bigger
than he is.”

Play the “what happens if?” scenario for each action
step. If such‐and‐such were to happen, then what?
Rolling the scenario out in your mind may give you
comfort of knowing the consequences.
Another Baldoni tip is to confide in a friend. If you want
to gain greater perspective, talk it out with a friend,
preferably not a subordinate. Invite your colleague to
ask you questions. Verbalizing the situation forces you
to frame the situation in ways that can lead to greater
clarity. Look for inspiration. Find an outlet to release
your fear. Do something completely different that gets
you outside of yourself by helping others. Perhaps start
coaching a sports team. Volunteer at a shelter. Give
English lessons to immigrant kids or adults.
Baldoni’s final tip is to lighten up. Dwelling in fear is a
zero‐sum game. Abandon that mindset. Make light of
the situation. Lampoon it. Absurdity never hurt anyone.
Curiosity is lying in wait for every secret.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

3

WHAT’S THE
PROBLEM?

A problem well defined is half solved.
John Dewey
If I had 20 days to solve a problem,
I would take 19 days to define it.
Albert Einstein
Mr Einstein was a smart cookie. When he talks about
the creative problem‐solving process, we should listen.
When he says that he would take 19 days to define the
problem, he means that the quality of the solutions we
come up with are in direct proportion to the quality of
the description of the problem we’re trying to solve.
Defining the problem requires as much creativity as
solving it. The first critical step in solving a creative
problem is to define it properly. The better you define
the problem, the better your solution. The less tight
your definition of the problem, the more likely it is that
your solution will wander off in wrong directions.

If this sounds like stating the obvious, remember that
many creative efforts fail because the problem is either
unclear or is focused in the wrong place. Once you have
identified a good problem statement, the solution can
become more obvious.
Start by discussing the overall context. Solving
problems often means removing pain, difficulty,
discomfort and unhappiness of some sort. Root out the
pain. Problem solving is not only about pain. Reverse
this by increasing happiness and comfort.
Write down more than one draft of the problem
statement. Listen and write down everybody's opinion
of what the problem really is. Find the points of
agreement and then discuss the differences. Try and
understand why there is a divergence of opinion
regarding the problem definition. Keep the final
problem statement simple. Use a short sentence that
triggers the discussions you had.
Words play a major role in how we perceive a problem.
Just a simple rephrasing of the problem can often make
the task of solving the problem seem less onerous. For
example, a good way to start a problem statement is:
“In what ways might I…” rather than “How can I…,”
since the first option hints that there are several
solutions. Phrasing the problem in negative terms
demands a lot more cognitive power to process the
problem. Phrasing the problem in positive terms is
much more motivating. For example: instead of finding
ways to ‘quit smoking’, you could look for ways of
‘living longer.’

Our brain loves questions. If the question is powerful
and engaging, our brains will start working on the
problem immediately and keep working in the
background, even when we’re not aware of it.
One of the most important questions you can ask when
formulating the problem is: have I considered what
assumptions might be underlying the problem? If your
assumptions are inaccurate or outdated, your problem
statement will be inadequate or even misguided.
Explicitly stating the underlying assumptions can help
clarify the problem. You will discover that many
assumptions are self‐imposed, and can be safely
dispensed with.
Inevitably, when we try to define a problem using the
same tools that we always use, we are bound to come
up with the same answers. One way round this is to
attack the problem differently, to use tools that force
us to consider alternative ways of defining the problem.
Developing your problem statement
Elaine Dundon in Seeds Of Innovation claims that the
pressure to “get a solution out the door” is the main
reason why so many teams gloss over the problem‐
clarification stage. They move too quickly to the idea‐
generation and idea‐implementation phase. Dundon
suggests some a range of tools and techniques for
developing your own list of potential problem
statements:

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Rewrite the original problem in 10 different
ways.
Draw a diagram of the problem
List the causes, not just the symptoms, of the
problem
Context ‐ look at what might be influencing the
problem – the activities before and after the
problem occurs.
List the minor details and the Big Picture
perspective
Canvass a wide range of views
Keep asking “Why?” – this is one of the most
important questions a strategic thinker can ask
Change the assumptions underlying the
problem, e.g. “Our sales people are too fast”
instead of “Our sales people are too slow.”

Here are more useful techniques for defining problems:
C.A.T.W.O.E.
Created by Peter Checkland as part of his Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM), CATWOE is a checklist for
identifying the problem.
!

!

C = Customers: Who is on the receiving end?
What problem do they have now? How will
they react to what you are proposing? Who are
the winners and losers?
A = Actors: Who are the actors who will 'do the
doing', carrying out your solution? What is the
impact on them? How might they react?

!

!

!

!

T = Transformation process: What is the
process for transforming inputs into outputs?
What are the inputs? Where do they come
from? What are the outputs? Where do they go
to? What are all the steps in between?
W = World View: What is the bigger picture
into which the situation fits? What is the real
problem you are working on? What is the wider
impact of any solution?
O = Owner: Who is the real owner or owners of
the process or situation you are changing? Can
they help you or stop you? What would cause
them to get in your way? What would lead
them to help you?
E = Environmental constraints: What are the
broader constraints that act on the situation
and your ideas? What are the ethical limits, the
laws, financial constraints, limited resources,
regulations, and so on? How might these
constrain your solution? How can you get
around them?

HOW TO
Use How To questions to get a clear definition of what
you want, and to trigger additional thoughts and ideas.
Use How To when you want to nudge thinking towards
a solution. When you are writing the initial problem
statement, start with 'How to...'. This focuses attention
on a solution, and effectively asks a question without
phrasing it as a question. This sets up a creative tension
that engages the subconscious in thinking about ways
to solve the problem that is inherently stated.

CHUNKING
Chunking down uses the principle of decomposition,
breaking things down into smaller pieces. Chunking up
reverses this to get a higher‐level viewpoint. A 'chunk'
is a piece of information that you view as a single
'thing'. Chunks can come in different sizes. 'The world'
is a big chunk. 'The Universe' is even bigger. 'An atom'
is very small. These are physical.
Chunk down is about going into detail to find smaller
and more specific elements of the system. Ask 'How'
things happen to find lower‐level detail. Ask 'What,
specifically?' to probe for more information. Ask 'Give
me an example' to get specific instances of a class.
Chunk up is about taking a broader view. Helicopter up
to 30,000 feet. Survey the landscape to see the whole
system. Ask 'Why' things happen to find higher‐level
purpose. Ask 'What is this an instance of?' to find a
more general classification.
Chunking up and down go well together as a way of
looking differently at the same situation. Chunk up
from the existing situation to find a general or broader
view. Then chunk down somewhere else.
CASE STUDY
Noted Hungarian psychologist László Polgar had a
theory that children could make exceptional
achievements if trained in a specialist subject from a very
early age. "Geniuses are made, not born," he claimed.

He and his wife Klara educated their three daughters at
home, with chess as the specialist subject. The girls spent
forty to fifty hours a week practicing chess instead of
wasting their time doing more mundane schoolwork.
Several grandmasters came to the family home to tutor
the girls on a daily basis. This experiment demonstrated
that a big part of chess is merely being trained to be a
chess player. Polgar’s experiment produced a family of
one international master and two grandmasters, and
strengthened the argument for nurture over nature.
Polgar's strategy for his daughters was based on
chunking: taking the maximum feasible memory units (6‐
7) and ‘chunking’ them into one memory unit. He then
chunked 6 or 7 chunks into another memory unit. A CAT
scan of Susan’s brain found that she can actually
recognise chess positions the same way we can recognise
a familiar face. This saves lots of time on calculating
moves.
All three Polgar daughters were able to look at a position
and use chunking to recall what to do next.
IS − IS NOT
Is‐Is Not analysis works by making you deliberately
think about the problem. In particular, it makes you
focus on the boundaries of what it is or is not. Unclear
boundaries can lead to wandering off the path and
solving unimportant problems.
This technique is useful when deciding what is in scope
and what is not going to be considered at this time.

Basically, you draw a simple diagram, add a description
of the overall situation at the top of the page, and enter
appropriate items in both columns. To decide where to
place the items, ask yourself these questions:
! Who cares about this?
! What will happen if we do nothing about it?
! Do we have the authority to work on this?
! What do I know about this already?
! Do we care about this?
! Will we actually do something about this?
Example:
Situation: Wheels on car keep going out of balance

Is
Wheel problem
My problem
Urgent
On ABC tyres only

Is not
Suspension problem
To be put off
When driving around town
On other cars of same
make

Expensive
Front wheels only
After high speed driving
On one car only

STORYBOARDING
Stories are a key medium for communication. When
people converse, they tell each other stories of their
lives. Stories are thus natural media by which anyone
can explain something to another.

The storyboarding technique is great for bringing a
problem situation to life, for exploring the dynamics of
a solution, and for communicating a story about your
idea.
Find a coherent storyline, with actors and a complete
plot. Good stories build tension and include unexpected
surprises. They evoke emotions. They show struggle
and learning. And they end by resolving the tensions
and leaving the reader satisfied.
What visual pictures can you create to make your story
leap off the page? What are the key turning points in
the story? What are the main things that happen? What
are the main messages? Don’t worry about your artistic
ability ‐ stick figures work well in storyboards. You can
also use computer clipart.
Sometimes people are not necessarily a part of the
story. Storyboards can be very short ‐ as little as three
pictures. They can also go on for several pages. The
only constraint is your imagination and the interest of
the reader. If you are showing improvements in a
business system, a simple before and after diagram
plus performance charts can tell a very powerful story.

4. BRAINSTORMING AND
OTHER WAYS OF
GENERATING IDEAS
Our brain is divided into two hemispheres: the left brain
and the right brain. The right brain has more intuitive
functions,
such
as
imagination,
creativity,
daydreaming, music and art; while the left brain has
more logical, linear, sequential and computer‐like
functions.
The idea generation process in our brain goes through
two stages.
In Stage 1, we take the jumble of unstructured data
swimming around in our right brain, and start
simplifying, categorising, identifying and labelling this
data.
In Stage 2, we use our logical left brain to process,
evaluate, assess and judge the unstructured data from
the right brain.
Most of us are far too quick to use our left brain.

No sooner do we ask ourselves: “What would happen if
I tried idea X?” than our left brain tells us that the idea is
stupid, illogical and unworkable. Instead of mulling
over the ideas thrown up by our right brain, we often
jump to the second stage of the thought process, using
highly judgmental left brain tools to tackle the ideas
generated in our more imaginative right brain.
Because the left brain uses only logic to assess
situations, we must prevent the left brain from
prematurely intervening in the idea generation process.
Of course, without a logic processor in our heads, we
would never come to any conclusions or make any
decision.
But we must delay the entry of the logic processor into
the creativity process. By wallowing around for longer
in right brain thinking, we will become more
spontaneous, less rigid and more imaginative.
According to Daniel Pink in A Whole New Mind: Why
right‐brainers will rule the world, modern business
demands more right brain thinking. Artistry, empathy,
inventiveness, and big‐picture thinking are what are
required today. Design has become more important
than function. Story is more important than argument.
Symphony is more important than focus. Empathy is
more important than logic. Play is more important than
seriousness.
Here are some useful idea generation techniques.

BRAINSTORMING
The word brainstorm conjures up images of flashing
lightning bolts. The lightning bolts in the brain are
really the electrical flashes crisscrossing between brain
areas that only rarely communicate.
Brainstorming was first championed by advertising
executive Alex Osborn in his 1953 Applied Imagination.
Osborn realised that conventional business meetings
were inhibiting the creation of new ideas. He developed
brainstorming as a conference technique by which a
group attempts to find a solution for a specific problem
by amassing all the ideas spontaneously by its
members.
Osborn claimed that quantity produced quality, and
that brainstorming reduced people's natural inhibitions
which prevented them putting forward ideas which
they felt might be considered wrong or stupid.
Osborn’s four rules of brainstorming:
Focus on quantity: Problem‐solving is facilitated
through the maxim ‘quantity breeds quality.’ The
assumption is that the greater the number of ideas
generated, the greater the chance of producing a
radical and effective solution.
Withhold criticism: Negative feedback must be put on
hold. Participants should focus on extending or adding
to ideas, reserving their criticism for later.

Welcome unusual ideas: To get a good and long list of
ideas, unusual ideas are encouraged. They can be
generated by looking from new perspectives and
suspending assumptions. These new ways of thinking
may provide better solutions.
Combine and improve ideas: Good ideas may be
combined to form a single better good idea, as
suggested by the slogan "1+1=3".
Osborn believed that brainstorming should address a
specific question. Brainstorming sessions devoted to
multiple questions were inefficient. He envisioned
groups of around 12 participants, including both
experts and novices, who are encouraged to provide
wild and unexpected answers.
Even though brainstorming is still the default choice
whenever ideas are to be generated, many have
questioned its efficacy. Given equal time, it seems that
brainstorming actually reduces a team’s creative
output: the same number of people generate more and
better ideas separately than together. Individuals may
feel that their ideas are less valuable when combined
with the ideas of the group at large.
Richard Wiseman in 59 seconds, claims that for over 70
years, people using group brainstorming have
inadvertently been stifling, not stimulating, their
creative juices. Brainstorming is a fallacy, he claims. If
he and other critics are right, a lot of brainstorming
exercises will become defunct!

Jeffrey Baumgartner in The Way of the Innovation
Master says that poor facilitation, waiting around for
your turn, the squelching of ideas, dominating
personalities, topic fixation and too much noise, all
inhibit classic brainstorming. He suggests that
participants spend 10‐15 minutes generating their own
ideas, then pairing participants to compare and add to
the list of ideas, then combining the pairs into bigger
and bigger groups, all the time sharing and adding
ideas. Then put all the ideas on a board, deleting
duplications, and engage in a facilitated discussion with
no criticism or squelching.
THE KIPLING METHOD (5W1H)
Rudyard Kipling used a set of short and direct questions
to help trigger ideas and solve problems and
immortalized them in the poem:
I have six honest serving men
They taught me all I knew
I call them What and Where and When
And How and Why and Who.
Kipling questions (five W questions: What, Where,
When, Why, Who; and one H question: How) are good
for unsticking a creative session, when people dry up
and run out of ideas. The questions are also useful to
help take different views when defining the problem.
The simple approach is to take one of the questions,
either at random or with a more particular purpose in
mind, and ask it of the situation.

A refinement of the core 5W1H questions is to extend
the use of the raw single‐word questions into question
phrases:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

How much?
Why not?
What time?
Which place?
Who can?
Where else?
What is the problem?
When will you know you have solved the
problem?

ASSUMPTION BUSTING
Assumption busting involves a deliberate attempt to
challenge every conscious and unconscious assumption
about the topic you are tackling. Take nothing for
granted. Assuming that everything you think you know
about the subject is wrong can do wonders in freeing up
your mind, and opening you to the possibility of
examining this from a totally different perspective. By
definition, every idea has its pros and cons. Strip the
subject down to its bare essentials by deliberately
picking holes in every argument.
When we take the path of least resistance, we are
exploring variations on a theme. The path of most
resistance can lead to more creative solutions. Assume
nothing. Question everything. Forget the solution for
now, and concentrate on the problem. Spend time re‐
conceptualising the problem.

SCAMPER
SCAMPER is an acronym for stimuli to make you think
differently about the problem area. Adapted from a list
devised by Brainstorming originator Alex Osborn,
SCAMPER provides a list of active verbs that you
associate with your problem and hence create ideas. As
they are all verbs, they are about doing, and so get you
to think about action.
!

!

!

!
!

S = Substitute. What can I substitute? What
can be used instead? Who else instead? What
other ingredients? Other material? Other
process? Other power? Other place? Other
approach? Other sounds? Other forces?
C = Combine: What could I combine? How
about a blend, an assortment, an ensemble?
Combine units? Combine purposes? Combine
ideas? Combine opposites? Integrative ideas
emerge from unlikely juxtapositions. Try
ridiculous and absurd combinations.
A = Adapt: What can I adapt for use as a
solution? What else is like this? What other idea
does this suggest? Does the past offer a
parallel? What could I copy? Who could I
emulate?
M = Modify: Can I change the item/idea in
some way? Change meaning, colour, motion,
sound, smell, form, shape? Other changes?
P = Put to other uses: How can I apply this to
different or other uses? New ways to use it?
Other uses if it is modified?

!
!

E = Eliminate: What can I eliminate? Remove
something? Eliminate waste? Reduce time?
Reduce effort? Cut costs?
R = Rearrange: What can I rearrange in some
way? Interchange components? Other pattern?
Other layout? Other sequence? Transpose
cause and effect? Change pace? Change
schedule?

Note that the ‘M’ in SCAMPER can also signify:
! M = Magnify: What can I add? Greater
frequency? Stronger? Higher? Longer? Thicker?
Extra value? An additional ingredient?
Duplicate? Multiply? Exaggerate?
! M = Minify: What can I remove? Smaller?
Condensed? Miniature? More concise? Lower?
Shorter? Lighter? Omit? Understate?
SIX THINKING HATS
The idea behind Edward de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats
thinking tool for group discussion and individual
thinking is that you keep changing roles. Every time
you are wearing a particular hat, you must stick to the
behaviour associated with that hat. This forces you to
adopt a wider perspective within which to explore the
issues. Six Thinking Hats provides a means for groups
to think together more effectively, and a means to plan
thinking processes in a detailed and cohesive way.
The brain thinks in a number of distinct ways which can
be identified, deliberately accessed and hence planned
for use in a structured way.

This allows us to develop strategies for thinking about
particular issues. The six hats refer to six distinct states
in which the brain will identify and bring into conscious
thought certain aspects of issues being considered (e.g.
gut instinct, pessimistic judgment, neutral facts). The
six distinct states are identified and assigned a color:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Information: (White) ‐ considering purely what
information is available. What are the facts?
Emotions (Red) ‐ instinctive gut reaction or
statements of emotional feeling.
Bad points judgment (Black) ‐ logic applied to
identifying flaws or barriers, seeking mismatch.
Good points judgment (Yellow) ‐ logic applied
to identifying benefits, seeking harmony.
Creativity (Green) ‐ statements of provocation
and investigation, seeing where a thought
goes.
Thinking (Blue) ‐ thinking about thinking.

Switching to a different state is symbolised by either
donning a real hat or a metaphorical hat (“You are now
wearing your green hat.”) This allows you to more
completely and elaborately segregate the states than
the preconceptions inherent in our current language.
The six thinking hats indicate problems and solutions
about an idea or a product you might come up with. De
Bono even asserts that these states are associated with
distinct chemical states of the brain.
For more on the relationship between colour and
creativity, see chapter 6.

IMMERSIVE PLATFORMS
When face‐to‐face meetings are not feasible,
immersive experiences offer valuable platforms for
generating ideas. In terms of innovation, an immersive
experience is any interaction or platform that allows an
individual or team to meet in a virtual space. The most
typical immersive experiences are gaming platforms,
where the user plays a well‐defined role, or Second
Life, where the user has an “avatar” that represents him
in the virtual space.
Second Life is a hosted environment where anyone can
create a virtual landscape – which can be any setting
required to stimulate or test innovations (e.g. retail
spaces, restaurant spaces, cityscapes, rural landscapes,
etc.) and interact in real time with other people who are
represented as avatars.
Immersive experiences offer innovators several
benefits:
!

!
!
!
!
!

A distributed innovation team can hold regular
meetings online, in interesting, challenging
virtual spaces, unlimited by time, physical
constraints or budgets.
Lower costs
Increased creativity and playfulness
Increased collaborative interaction and
integrative thinking
Increased depth and range of ideas
Simplified rapid prototyping and customer
research

VISIONING
Visioning works because we are motivated by what we
perceive as a possible or desired future. Visioning is a
useful tool when you want to create a common
direction of motivation for a group of people. First, you
think about what you are trying to achieve. Look
around and see what is there. Step into the shoes of
others and see, hear and feel as they do. Look at your
plans and seek their direction, then follow that line.
A good vision is both realistic and stretching. Too far
into the future and it does not create pull. Too close to
today and it is just another plan. Use dynamic and
emotive words ‐ 'sharp', 'now' and 'value' ‐ that paint
motivating pictures. Visioning can be very effective for
imagining what it is like to be a beneficiary of your idea.
Another variation of visioning is creating psychological
and time dimension distance. Imagining your creative
task as distant and disconnected from your current
location should encourage higher level thinking.
Projecting yourself forward in time, and viewing your
creative task from one, ten or a hundred years distant,
adds valuable perspective to your brainstorming.
INCUBATION
The subconscious works at problems when we don’t
even realise it. The Incubation method recognises this,
and allows ideas and problems to percolate almost by
ignoring them. Somehow, the lack of pressure
associated with targeted thinking can release solutions.

ABSENCE THINKING
Another way of coming up with ideas is to think about
what isn’t there. This technique, known as Absence
Thinking, focuses on what’s missing.
RANDOM WORD
If you're stuck for an idea, open a dictionary at a
random page, and let your finger point to a Random
Word. Take this word as your stimulus. Look for a
connection between the word and the area you are
examining. Try to formulate ideas incorporating this
word. You'd be surprised how well this works. The
concept is based on a simple but little known truth:
freedom inhibits creativity. There are nothing like
restrictions to get you thinking.
IDEA JOURNAL
A man would do well to carry a pencil in his pocket, and
write down the thoughts of the moment.
Francis Bacon
You are taking a walk, minding your own business –
when out of the blue, Pow! The answer to a question
that has been bugging you jumps into your mind. Or a
mad new idea suddenly pops into your consciousness.
Or you think of a great question to ask.
And then what happens? Most of the time, you forget
about them, don’t revisit them, or dismiss them as a
pipe dream.

It’s great to have flashes of inspiration. It can be even
more important to record them. An Idea Journal is a
powerful tool to assist you in building the foundation
and framework for empowering your dream. An idea is
a thing with feathers. Ideas can fly away as easily as
they come, never to revisit you again. What enlivens
and excites can be momentary and ephemeral. Failure
to jot down your ideas will probably mean that they are
lost. If you can, record the idea on your phone. Or jot it
down. Whatever works for you.
For me it’s a micro note book and pen. I’ve got into the
habit of jotting down all sorts of thoughts, many of
which eventually found their way into this book!
Scientist Linus Pauling claims that if you don't capture
an idea within 10 minutes from the moment it pops into
your head, your odds of losing that idea skyrocket. But
capturing your idea is not enough – you need to comb
through those ideas, tweak them in different ways,
take some action on an idea. Sometimes just thumbing
through your Idea Journal can provide a breakthrough.
Protect your creative and innovative ideas from being
forgotten. Instead of saying to yourself: “Interesting
idea, I must remember and work on it, later”, when
later you have no clue what it was, use your Idea
Journal.
It should come as no surprise that many of the world’s
most productive people kept journals or notebooks to
capture ideas, inspirations, thoughts and daily
reflections as they occurred to them.

Catherine Morris Cox Miles, a psychologist who
specializes in the study of intelligence and genius,
studied the habits of 300 geniuses. She discovered that
all of them had one thing in common: they were all
dedicated journal keepers. Leonardo da Vinci, Albert
Einstein and Thomas Edison all kept journals where
they captured their ideas and gathered information
into one location.
Museums the world over house the imaginative jottings
of Archimedes, Michelangelo, the Wright brothers and
countless others. Since 1978, the Smithsonian and
Rutgers University have been hard at work archiving
the more than five million pages of ideas, notes, and
other papers that Edison left behind.
CASE STUDY
When he was a young man, Einstein invited a young lady
for a date. He took her sailing but she later complained
about her frustration as he hardly said a word for the
entire day. Instead, he spent most of the day scribbling in
the small journal that he carried with him at all times.
If we don’t write down our ideas, we actually lose our
ability to have good ideas. If you want to be a genius
like Einstein, you need to record between 30 and 50
thoughts a day. So if you don't want to lose all your
good ideas, start writing them down.
Some people also keep a dream journal to remember
their dreams, either by recording their dreams upon
awakening, or making notes that they work on later.

Just like with ideas that pop into our minds when we
are awake, it is important to record the dreams as
quickly as possible. Many of us forget what we dreamt.
For best recall, try and keep your eyes closed while
trying to remember the dream, and then record the
dream using the present tense. Staying still after
waking up helps keep the dream vivid.
CASE STUDY
Rolling Stone Keith Richards wrote the forever famous
guitar riff for "Satisfaction" after waking up in the middle
of the night in a hotel room. When he crawled out of bed
the next afternoon, he had forgotten he'd written a song
until he played his cassette recorder later that day and
heard himself muttering the now rock‐classic tune.

5

IDEA SELECTION

It’s easy to come up with new ideas; the hard part is
letting go of what worked for you two years ago,
but will soon be out of date.
Roger von Oech
Once you have created a set of ideas, the next step is to
converge by selecting an idea to take forward for
further development.
Here are some tools you can use for this:
TORRANCE TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKING
To be creative requires divergent (generating many
unique ideas) and convergent thinking (combining
those ideas into the best result). American psychologist
Ellis Paul Torrance created the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking (TTCT), simple tests of divergent
thinking and other problem‐solving skills. Torrance
scored his tests on four scales:
! Fluency. The total number of interpretable,
meaningful, and relevant ideas generated in
response to the stimulus.

!
!
!

Flexibility. The number of different categories
of relevant responses.
Originality. The statistical rarity of the
responses.
Elaboration. The amount of detail in the
responses.

CONCEPT SCREENING
The concept screen works well for choosing among
multiple options by comparing the ideas against a
benchmark base option. We often find it easier to
compare than to give absolute scores to something.
Having something fixed against which to compare all
options helps make scores fair and equitable. This
approach is based on GIGO ‐ garbage in – garbage out.
Poor criteria or inaccurate scoring will give a poor
result.
First, identify up to 20 criteria. Choose a base option (or
‘baseline concept’) against which all other options will
be compared. The base option may be a competitor
product, an industry benchmark or other standard.
Examine each option and compares it against each
criterion to give it a relative score. The scoring scheme
for this may simply be +1, 0 and ‐1 to show ‘better,
same, worse’ or may have values to indicate how much
better or worse it is.
Each option then has its score totalled to show its
overall score relative to the base option. If one option
scores much higher, then this is clearly likely to be the
best choice.

However, before rejecting other options, you can
consider how they may be improved. For example a
low‐scoring choice may have its score significantly
increased at relatively low cost.
Example: Three different options for manufacturing a
child's bicycle. To evaluate these, we use the following
table. Option 2 looks best.

Material cost
Reliability

Base
option
0
0

Option
1
‐1
+1

Option
2
+1
‐1

Option
3
‐1
‐2

Production cost
Production time
Total

0
0
0

‐2
+1
‐1

+3
‐1
+2

+3
+1
+1

Criteria

FORCE‐FIELD ANALYSIS
There are not always simple reasons why an idea works
or not. The pros and cons are uncertain. Draw a line
down the middle of the page, and write 'for' and
'against' either side of the line. Write down forces for
and against in the appropriate column. Show the
significance of these forces with an arrow, with the
length of the arrow indicating the size of the force.
Consider the forces you identified, and ask:
!
!
!
!

What is the overall force, for and against?
How can you tip the balance?
How can you neutralize forces against?
How can you increase the 'for' forces?

THE €100 TEST
Allocating money can be more meaningful and
personal than allocating scores. We are much more
careful about deciding how to spend money. When you
have created a number of ideas, imagine you have €100
(or €100,000.) Allocate your €100 across the ideas you
are evaluating. Stand back and review how the money
is spread out. Are a few ideas being highlighted? You
will be surprised how this method concentrates the
mind.
NUF (NEW, USEFUL, FEASIBLE) TEST
Assess your ideas by scoring from 0 to 10 on each of
'New', 'Useful' and 'Feasible' parameters.
! New: not been tried before. A solution is not
creative unless it is new. New means something
substantially different from what was tried in
the past.
! Useful: solves the problem. Ask the question:
'How completely does it solve the problem?' A
totally useful solution solves the problem
completely‐‐and does not create any new
problems.
! Feasible: can be implemented. Ask the
question: 'Can it be put into practice?' If it is
really expensive to implement and difficult to
use, then it will not be a very feasible solution.
Another good question here is 'Who will I have
to persuade?'

PAUSE
Nature abhors a vacuum. When we are faced with
silence, we desperately think of things to try and fill the
vacuum. Although it’s great to have a fast and furious
flow of ideas, it is also easy to miss something
significant that could have led on to other, even better
ideas. Pause is a useful technique when a good stimulus
is proposed, when you want to change direction, or
when you want to think for a moment before making
important decisions.
Pause is also useful when things are beginning to fade,
when people are beginning to slow down, and when
you want a good idea to sink in. Just stop things for a
moment. Ask people to pause and think. Just stop
when you are talking. You can also cue others to think
by deliberately saying 'Hmm' and stroking your chin or
scratching your head.
NEGATIVE SELECTION
Negative selection is used to whittle down a large list. It
is easier to find something wrong with an idea than
consider everything that is right. Use negative selection
as a first stage to create a short‐list of ideas to consider
more carefully. Quickly look at each idea and place it
into one of two piles: 'No' and ‘Yes’. You may also want
to have a 'Maybe' pile. Be careful not to throw out
creative ideas – you don’t want to end up with a pile of
very logical but uninspiring ideas. If the ‘Maybe’ pile is
still rather large, repeat the process until you have a
workable shortlist.

6. FUELLING YOUR
CREATIVE COMFORT
ZONE
We have looked at the mechanics of the creative
process. We have explored ways of generating creative
ideas, and ways of selecting which ideas we want to run
with ‐ which ideas we wish to turn into innovations.
Our focus in this chapter is not on the creative process
itself, not on the creative outcome, but on what fuels
the creative process. The creative environment. Or
what I like to call, the Creative Comfort Zone.
If the mind is like a muscle which becomes stronger
through continual exercise, then the food we give this
muscle is very significant. Dr. Daniel G. Amen, author of
Making a Good Brain Great, is passionate about the
need to feed the brain with the right nutrients. His
unique approach to fuelling our creative energy is to
look carefully at the foods we consume, and choose
only those foods that the brain really needs.

According to Dr. Amen, the brain is where we reside.
It's the seat of loving, living, being, learning, thinking,
working. The brain weighs three pounds, but uses 30%
of the energy the human body consumes. The brain is
about 80% water, so the first rule of brain nutrition is
adequate water to hydrate your brain. Everyone knows
that we need to drink more water, but few of us realise
just how much water we require ‐ 8‐10 glasses per day,
according to care professionals. Don’t replace your
water intake with soft drinks or coffee, since anything
with caffeine is more likely to put you on edge than to
make you more creative. Green tea is good for brain
function as it contains chemicals that enhance mental
relaxation and alertness.
One suggestion from Amen is to take a big bite of a red
hot chili pepper. The searing chemical reaction you’ll
experience is capsicum stimulating your mouth’s nerve
endings. Capsicum releases endorphins in your brain to
extinguish the fire in your mouth. Endorphins are
natural painkillers and produce a temporary high. The
more chili peppers you eat, the more creative you’ll be.
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, and
their function is to deliver messages to your brain. This
starts a chain‐reaction in your body, producing the
neurotransmitters dopamine and serotonin which are
critical for a healthy nervous system. An amino acid‐
rich diet, especially whole grain bread, can increase the
transmission speed of nerve impulses. Tyrosine
releases dopamine and epinephrine (aka adrenaline)
brain chemicals that will change your outlook. The best
source of Tyrosine is turkey and chicken.

Here are Amen’s Top 50 brain foods. Stock up on these
and you will be on your way to better brain health:
Almonds, raw
Almond milk,
unsweetened
Apples
Asparagus
Avocados
Bananas
Beans (black, pinto,
garbanzo)
Bell peppers (yellow,
green, red, and
orange)
Beets
Blackberries
Blueberries
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Carrots
Cheese, low fat
Cherries
Chicken, skinless
Cranberries
Egg whites, DHA
enriched
Grapefruit
Herring
Honeydew
Kiwi

Lemons
Lentils
Limes
Oats
Olive oil
Olives
Oranges
Peaches
Peas
Plums
Pomegranates
Raspberries
Red grapes
Soybeans
Spinach
Strawberries
Tea, green
Tofu
Tomatoes
Tuna
Turkey, skinless
Walnuts
Water
Whole wheat
Wild salmon
Yams and sweet
potatoes
Yogurt, unsweetened

Seafood in your diet will make you happier and give you
more energy, thanks to selenium, a mineral that will give
you an upbeat mood. Too little vitamin‐C inhibits your
body’s ability to absorb the iron it needs to fight fatigue.

Without magnesium you’re going to find yourself
suffering from fatigue, insomnia, and muscle twitching.
Bananas are rich in magnesium.
Eat about six oranges per day (or vitamin C supplements)
and you will experience less nervousness and depression.
I have to report that halfway through the writing stage of
this book, I started taking Dr Amen’s advice, and
squeezed myself 10 fresh oranges every day. The result?
My concentration level jumped of the scale, and my
creative output skyrocketed.
Who are you eating with?
It’s not enough to fuel your Creative Comfort Zone with
the right foods. You also need to watch who you eat
with. Whom you share your Creative Comfort Zone with.
Instead of snatching an unhealthy lunch snack, use a
combination of healthy food and healthy company to
further stimulate your energy.
Get into the habit of eating lunch with as many different
people as possible. The conversation will challenge any
creative and thinking pattern you might be stuck in. This
way, you open yourself to new ideas. You will hear
different opinions. You will be forced to fight your corner.
Hanging out with people outside your immediate work
circle can be strategically important and could leverage
important shifts in your thinking and perspective. If you
hang out with weird people, you ideas will become more
weird. If you hang out with dull people, your ideas will
become more dull.

You should deliberately cultivate clients in the oddball
category. Their revenue stream may be limited, but their
ideas of where they are going – and where you should be
going – will stretch you.
Don’t ignore your suppliers. Their perspective is different
from that of your clients. Talk to them. Float ideas past
them. Your success will quickly translate into their
success, because if you grow, they grow with you. The
same principle applies as with clients. Seek out the more
radical thinkers among your vendors.
CASE STUDY
Thomas Edison always used to take prospective hirees out
to lunch. When the soup arrived, he would sit back and
watch. Candidates who tasted the soup before salting it
would remain in contention. Anyone who salted his soup
before tasting was out of the loop. Why? Because Edison
believed the salters had blinders on when it came to
looking at life. They had too many assumptions about what
was possible and what wasn't. The proof? They assumed
the soup needed salt before they tasted it.
Wiggle your toes
Let’s move from the nutritious part of the Creative
Comfort Zone to the physical exercise part. Every
morning, when you first wake up, before you get out of
bed, wiggle your toes. This activates the nerves that
stimulate your brain and internal organs. Slowly begin to
wriggle, scrunch, and stretch your toes – any way that
feels good. Move all your toes up and down several
times, or work just your big toes.

Your whole body may feel pleasantly energized. Most
important, your first steps – and those throughout the
day – will be safer ones. (Did you know that falls are the
second leading cause of spinal cord and brain injury
among people over 65 years old?) You can also do this
exercise after sitting for an extended period of time.
Toe wiggling is just one of the neurobic brain exercises
developed by Lawrence Katz and Manning Rubin to help
the brain stay fit. The brain needs diversity. Always do
things the same way, and the neural pathways created
inside your brain achieve a sameness. You will be less
creative than if you deliberately seek to do things
differently. This really is about doing things differently
for the sake of doing them differently. But there’s a good
reason – you are changing the stimuli that activate ideas.
Some specific types of sensory stimuli and activities,
especially those that involve non‐routine actions and
thoughts, produce more of those chemicals that
encourage growth of new dendrites and neurons in the
brain. Because automated or unconscious actions – like
getting out of bed and heading for the bathroom ‐
require less activity in the brain, we need more non‐
routine neurobic activities.
So start changing your usual routine. Force your brain go
into alert mode. Break a routine activity in an
unexpected, nontrivial way. By involving one or more of
your senses in a novel context, you force yourself to rely
on other senses to do an ordinary task. Neurobics works
because it involves one or more of your senses in a new
context, because it involves your full attention, at least
briefly, and because it breaks your routine.

Neurobic exercises
You will be surprised at how many opportunities you
have during your working day to do neurobics exercises:
Deliberately go to a new environment. Go to a new
park or a new store. According to research, travel slows
age‐related mental decline. Try something new. Fly a
kite. Go sledding. Feed the ducks. Sail a model boat. Sit
on a park bench, close your eyes, let your mind free‐
associate by using the sounds and smells you experience.
Take a shower with your eyes closed. Your other senses
become more active when you cannot see. Locate the
taps and adjust the temperature and flow using just your
tactile senses. Locate all necessary props by feel, then
wash, shampoo and scrub with your eyes shut.
CASE STUDY
Jordan Ayan’s best way of unlocking his brain is to take a
shower. He even had a second water heater installed in his
house so he can take longer showers. To get over the
challenge of keeping an Idea Journal in the shower, he uses
a waterproof writing device, like scuba divers use, to
capture his ideas, and then make a copy later in the office.
Brush your teeth with your non‐dominant hand. All
those circuits, connections, and brain areas involved in
using your dominant hand are inactive, while their
counterparts on the other side of your brain are suddenly
required to direct a set of behaviours in which they
usually don’t participate.

Use only one hand to do tasks that usually require two
hands: Buttoning a shirt, tying a shoe, or getting
dressed. Get dressed with your eyes closed. Put on
cufflinks with your eyes closed. Use your feet to put your
socks and underwear in the laundry basket.
Respond to a situation differently. Choose to respond
differently to familiar situation. If your phone rings, don’t
answer it on the first ring. Switch your watch to your
other wrist. Find a new route to work. It doesn't have to
be a longer route ‐ just different.
Get in the car with your eyes closed. When you are
about to drive off somewhere, enter and get ready to
start the car with your eyes closed. Using only your sense
of touch and spatial memory, find the correct key on your
key chain, unlock the car door, slide into the seat, buckle
your seatbelt, insert the key into the ignition, and locate
familiar controls like the radio and windshield wipers.
Keep the lights off at home. Get around your home by
memory and feel. This certainly heightens your senses.
Just don’t hurt yourself in the process! Vary the order in
which you do your normal routine (e.g., get dressed after
breakfast). Watch a TV programme you never watch.
Stop at a new place for coffee and a muffin. Go to a
different dry cleaner. Anything that breaks your routine.
Wear work gloves while driving. Blunting your sense of
fine touch forces you to rely on other cues to steer the car
or change stations on the radio.
Wave back and smile or play funny‐face games with
the kids in the backseat of the car in front of you.

Arbitrarily reposition everything in your work space.
Move your wastepaper basket. The sensory and motor
pathways in your brain have been programmed by
repeated experience to throw a piece of paper in a
certain direction. That moment when you catch yourself
and redirect your actions reflects your brain’s increased
alertness to a novel situation and the beginnings of a new
series of instructions being entered into your mental
program.
Take a brisk fifteen‐minute walk outdoors. Invigorate
your body, clear your mind, and open the door to real‐
world sensory stimulation. When you’re in the
supermarket, close your eyes and distinguish fruits by
their smell or feel. Change your usual route through the
aisles. Ask the people at the meat, fish, or deli counters
to help you choose something instead of just picking out
prepackaged foods.
Switch seats at mealtimes. In most families, everyone
has his or her "own" seat, and it's remarkable how
permanent these arrangements become. Switching seats
changes whose "position" you occupy, who you relate to,
your view of the room, and even how you reach for salt
and pepper. Change the order in which you eat your
food. Try starting with the dessert and ending with soup.
The brain will not regard this as frivolous. It's primed to
handle this unexpected strategy. Move the eating venue
to a different room, outside, on the porch, on the floor.
Eat your food using your "wrong" hand. Small changes
like this make even the most routine acts of eating
challenging.

Nature did not intend humans to remain immobile
We all started out as hunters, always on the move to
escape predators. We were certainly never designed to
sit at our desk for hours on end. Our bodies are like
machines with moving parts that need maintenance and
use. They require physical activity to maintain their
health and balance. Sitting at a desk, even in an
ergonomic chair, can have dire physical repercussions.
There are some useful habits you can adopt. Sit up straight,
using an exercise ball instead of an office chair, and
choosing a non‐flexible chair with a hard back to stop you
slouching. Adjust your keyboard so that it makes you sit
up straighter. Always sit with both feet firmly flat on the
ground in front of you. Stand tall, with your shoulders
back, chest out, and chin raised. Take the stairs instead
of the elevator (especially when you are going up!)
For a full list of useful desk exercises, see Appendix 1.
Stoking creative energy
Often, the hardest part of stoking your creative energy is
getting started. It’s like getting into a cold pool. Once
you're in, it's fine. It's getting in that takes motivation.
CASE STUDY
Peter Bregman, author of 18 Minutes: Find Your Focus,
was about to go on an early bike ride in Central Park. He
had made a commitment to himself to get some exercise
every day, but once he was outside, the lashing rain was
giving him second thoughts.

Did he really want to get so wet and cold? Finally, knowing
that he would feel great after a good, hard ride, he set off,
pedaling hard. The initial sting of the cold rain had him
questioning himself again, but he kept going. And then,
after less than five minutes, the rain was no longer
bothering him. And after a few more minutes, it felt kind of
good. Invigorating. It turned out to be a great ride. When
he got back, a neighbour commented on how motivated
and disciplined he was to be out on a day like that.
And then it struck him. His bike ride in the rain taught him
an important lesson about motivation and discipline: we
need it less than we think. "I didn't need to be motivated for
long," he realised. "Just long enough to get outside."
We only need to be motivated for the few short
moments it takes to start. We waste a lot of time,
energy, and focus by trying to second‐guess ourselves.
Am I doing the right work? Is this project worthwhile?
This moment‐by‐moment deliberation is a distraction at
best and sabotage at worst. If you keep asking yourself
whether a project is worth working on, you will spend
progressively less effort on that project. After all, you
rationalize to yourself, who wants to spend time on
something that might fail?
Executive educator and coach Marshall Goldsmith,
author of What Got You Here Won’t Get You There,
describes an exercise he learned from psychologist and
author Nathaniel Branden. The exercise helps people to
isolate the pattern that makes the most sense to change,
because it helps them figure out the benefits of change.
This is how it works.

Five to eight people sit around a table, and each person
selects one practice to change. One person begins the
exercise by saying: "When I get better at..." and
completes the sentence with one benefit that will
accompany this change. For example, one person may
say: "When I get better at being open to differing
opinions, I will hear more great ideas."
After everyone has had a chance to discuss their specific
behaviour and the first benefit, the cycle begins again.
Each person mentions a second benefit that may result
from changing the same behaviour, then a third,
continuing for six to eight rounds. Participants then
discuss what they learned and reactions to the exercise.
CASE STUDY
When Goldsmith heard from Branden about this exercise,
he was politely skeptical. He couldn't see the value of
simply repeating the potential benefits of change over and
over. One day, the two colleagues were facilitators at a
conference that included well‐known business, government
and military leaders. Sitting next to Marshall was a high‐
ranking military officer directly responsible for thousands of
troops. The guy was extremely judgmental – and proud of
it. When the exercise began, the military guy chose: "When
I become less judgmental..." as the behaviour he wanted to
change. The first time around, he coughed and grunted a
sarcastic comment rather than talk about a real benefit.
The second time around he was even more cynical. Then
something changed. When he described a third potential
benefit, he stopped being sarcastic. Several rounds later,
he had tears in his eyes when he said: "When I become less
judgmental, maybe my children will speak to me again."

Ethan Beh, who runs self‐improvement‐mentor.com,
claims that motivation, just like all other skills and
abilities, can be developed. Any successful athlete will
tell you that natural talent is important, but what got
them this far are all their trainings and practice. He
suggests several self‐motivation techniques, starting
with pumping yourself up. If you don’t feel motivated,
get moving, make a fist, move around and pump yourself
up. Show more animation and motivation in your
movements and you’ll become more motivated.
Other techniques from Beh include making a pact with
yourself. Set some form of rewards for motivation. “If I
stay focused on this topic for 60 minutes without
interruption, I will reward myself with a Mars bar.” When
something is at stake, when there is a reward involved,
everything changes.
Another technique is to add variety to your environment.
Make it conducive. Get rid of distractions. Move your
working space to another location – another room, the
library, a quiet café, a seat in the park. Music can also be
a great self‐motivation technique. Prepare a playlist of
uplifting motivational music and keep it nearby. You can
play the music in the background while you work, or you
can listen intently to the music in order to access its
motivational quality.
The first step can often be the hardest, says Beh. But
once you get yourself going, you’ll gain momentum. So
just do something first. Start off by doing something
easy. You’ll realise that once that happens, you’ll
naturally follow through and do more and more. Get the
ball rolling.

TV vs. books
Set time aside for reading. Most people are time‐poor.
They don’t have time to read. Reading and learning are
what Stephen Covey refers to as Quadrant II activities –
important but not urgent. Yet you will make better
decisions if you keep abreast of developments in your
industry, the business environment and technology. Top
directors can devote up to two hours each day learning
more about developments in their industry and the broad
social, economic and business environment. Block out
periods for reading each day at times which work for you.
Jeffrey Paul Baumgartner warns against watching TV,
which he says causes your brain to slowly trickle out your
ears and nose. Instead, read as much as you can. Books
exercise your brain, provide inspiration and fill you with
information that allows you to make better and faster
creative connections. Also, try reading up on something
that you have never had any interest in before. The
ultimate wellspring of creativity is diversity. The more
diversity, the more potential for creativity.
To Do Lists
Another practical technique is to make a to‐do list as
soon as you get out of bed. Put the hard stuff always at
the top. Block out ½ hour, set the egg timer, and get
focused and to work on those less‐than‐fun tasks. When
the timer goes off, you must stop. No matter how
involved you are in the task. Otherwise, the next time
you try to do this, some part of you won’t believe that
you will stop in the ½ hour timeframe.

That’s why you must keep this commitment to yourself.
You can do another ½ hour later in the day if you want
to, but you must stop when the bell goes off. Write the
to‐do list on paper.
By the way, this doesn’t work as well online. The physical
action of writing and then crossing off has its own
satisfaction. Look past the “to‐do” list and think of the
result. Why are you doing this task? What will it create for
your business? How will it rock your clients’ world and
thrill them? Looking past the item on the to‐do list to
what’s going to happen when you complete the task
keeps you accountable, motivated and moving!
Time management
Another way of getting a handle on your time is break
each day into two parts: what you get done before lunch
and what you get done before dinner. Don’t allow
yourself to eat lunch or dinner if you have not done what
you set out to do for that portion of the day. Even better,
share your commitment with others. Announce it in
social media. The more you say it, the more chance that
you will accomplish the goal. By announcing your plans
to the world, you are reducing the likelihood of whimping
out.
A practical technique to help clear your mental space and
motivate you to work on creative solutions is to decide
that nothing else gets done until your in‐box is empty
and all phone messages returned. Respond as quickly as
messages come in. Without a backlog, you are more
motivated to plough on.

Avoid constant distractions. Turn off automatic
notifications of incoming e‐mail. Then establish specific
times during the day when you check and take action on
messages. Don’t waste time sorting messages into
folders – your inbox search engine can do it for you.
Swallow the frog
When you need to sit down and come up with creative
ideas, especially if you have been putting this off,
remember what Mark Twain said: “If you have to swallow
a frog, don’t stare at it too long.” The energy released
from having completed a difficult task sustains you for
the rest of the day, and makes everything that follows
seem easier to do.
If you spend the whole day waiting to eat that frog, the
frog only gets bigger, greener and more slimy. Go ahead
and just do it, get past it, and use the momentum to
move forward with ever greater determination.
Avoiding information overload
Avoid information overload by becoming more selective.
Filter your information sources. Must you know
everything happening in your company / industry /
technology, or in the local/national global economy?
Select the reports, newspapers, magazines, journals,
news services and TV programmes that you need to
consult regularly. Use media summaries or industry
updates. Look for sources that your competitors might
not see. Filter aggressively, and be ruthless in getting rid
of surplus information. Get yourself off mailing lists.

People as a resource
Don’t forget people as a resource. In all the hype over
Internet, intranets, groupware and push technology, we
sometimes forget how effective and efficient it can be to
find information through people. Tap into your well‐
informed online and offline networks, gather and trade
information through the people you know. If you need to
learn about recent developments in a field or find out
something – ask the right person!
Napping rooms and gyms
Sleep deprivation is a modern epidemic. William A.
Anthony, co‐author of The Art of Napping at Work,
claims that since the invention of the electric light bulb,
humans sleep one to two hours less each night. The
solution is to take naps daily. But in our Western
corporate climate, taking a snooze in the middle of the
working day is usually a no‐no. A six‐year study by Greek
medical researchers shows that adults who napped at
least three times a week for a half‐hour had a 37% lower
risk of death from heart attacks.
Today, some companies are bucking the trend. Yarde
Metals has special napping rooms where employees and
managers can grab a few winks. Nike workers now have
access to nap‐friendly "quiet rooms." Google has
futuristic napping pods throughout its Mountain View
campus in California. Christopher Lindholst, co‐founder
of MetroNaps, which markets the EnergyPod napping
chair, says that despite the increasing focus on exercise
and nutrition, adequate sleep is arguably the most
important element of productivity.

Because the human brain evolved over millions of years
during which we walked 12 miles each day, we need to
incorporate the cognitive advantages of exercise into the
workplace. Exercise boosts executive functions like
solving problems, maintaining attention, and inhibiting
emotional impulses – which is why the ideal workplace
would have treadmills and stationary bicycles.
CASE STUDY
Thomas Edison was a master at creating an environment
where innovation could thrive. He created one of the first
R&D laboratories, where different areas were devoted to
each of his innovation disciplines ‐ an area for sound, a
place for movies, a chemical lab. Edison also believed that
the innovative environment should be fun. He had an organ
where his team would gather around to sing. He also had a
bear for amusement. That might not be suitable today, but
you can definitely try and create a better environment for
creativity and innovation.
Laughter Yoga
Laughter Yoga was developed by Dr. Madan Kataria, a
Mumbai physician who launched the first Laughter Club
in 1995. Today, there are over 6,000 Social Laughter
Clubs in 60 countries. Laughter Yoga combines
Unconditional Laughter with Yogic Breathing
(Pranayama). The laughter is not dependent on humour,
jokes or comedy, but is simulated as a body exercise in a
group. The concept of Laughter Yoga is based on the
scientific finding that the body does not differentiate
between fake and real laughter. The physiological and
psychological benefits are the same.

Clinical research shows that laughter lowers the level of
stress hormones (epinephrine, cortisol) in the blood and
fosters a positive and hopeful attitude. Research also
reveals that laughter can help resolve many issues and
enhance productivity
Around the world, thousands of Laughter Yoga clubs
meet every morning in public parks. Participants report
significant general health improvements. Many have felt
a reduction in the frequency of respiratory infections like
common cold and flu, and some others reported
overcoming depression, relief/cure from chronic medical
problems.
Colour
Jordan Ayan in Aha! says that artists have long known
that certain colours make us feel energized. There are
several ways of using colour to establish a creative
environment. Apply colours to large areas of your
working space. If you don’t have freedom to do what you
like with the walls, you can obtain the mood you want by
adding specific coloured items – furniture, wall hangings,
rugs or objects. A multiplicity of colours stimulates
different kinds of thoughts and feelings. Educational
consultant Ron Gross suggests the following colour
combinations in your work space:
Energetic – orange/white, yellow/green, green/purple,
gray/red, blue/orange
Dynamic – red/orange, orange/blue, black/yellow,
black/red, black/orange
Fresh – yellow/green, blue/gray, blue/white, green/light
green, green/white
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BUY‐IN, PITCHIN’,
PRESENTIN’

Coming up with good ideas is hard enough. Convincing
others to buy‐in to your ideas can be even harder. The
accepted way of bringing an idea to someone with the
power to do something with it is via the pitch. To find a
champion who will actively support your idea among
potential stakeholders, you need to pitch your idea.
There are several core considerations before making your
pitch. The first: Are you ready? However enamoured you
are in your own idea, don’t forget that good ideas must
include some thinking about execution and delivery.
Saying: “We want to build cars that go 1,000 mph and get
100mpg and easily fold to fit in your back pocket” counts
as an interesting idea. It’s a good start.
But it won’t become a good idea until there’s both some
logic for how to make it real within reasonable
limitations, and some level of detail in how the convert
the abstract idea (build a breakthrough automobile) into
tangible plans (“The trans warp drive I’ve designed
improves gasoline efficiency tenfold.”)

So don’t rush into pitching your idea until you have
fleshed out the concepts and have demonstrated that
the spirit of an idea is matched with specifics. You don’t
want your idea to be dismissed as soon as someone asks
2 or 3 basic questions. Moving from an interesting but
vague idea, to specific and actionable, is the challenge of
creation and invention.
Here are some of the implicit and explicit questions that
you will have to answer:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

What do you know?
How do you know it?
What are the costs of implementing the new
idea?
What are the costs of not going for this idea?
How will the new idea work?
Why does anything need changing?
What side‐effects could the idea have?
How does the new idea impact on strategy?
What are the pros and cons of the new idea?
What are the logical consequences of proceeding
with it?
What objections will people have to the new
idea?
What improvements can be made to the idea as
it stands?
Why aren’t people using this new idea now?
What are your misgivings about the idea?
What impact will it have on people?
In what ways does this new idea make everyone
happy?

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

What’s good about this new idea?
How will the people who will suffer as a result of
this new idea be taken care of?
What problem does your idea solve?
What evidence is there that the problem is real,
and important enough to solve profitably?
How will you overcome the logistical challenges
implied by the idea?
Have you proved the concept – i.e. do you have a
prototype, sample or demonstration of an
implementation of the idea?
Are you the right person to solve this problem?

You will be quizzed mercilessly – so make sure you have
checked all the details. In general, we tend to
overestimate the capacity of other people to understand
stuff. What looks obvious to you may seem like a mental
jump too far for someone else. If you are looking for
people to adopt and embrace your idea, you need to
explain it in very simple terms.
When you’ve identified the scope of your idea, do some
research. You’re probably not the first person to pitch
something of the scope you’re pitching, so find out what
others did, and what kind of success they had. Learn
from their mistakes. For example, if your idea is in the
software development world, talk to people who have
pitched feature ideas in your organization, and see what
you can learn.
Make a list of the people that are potential recipients of
your pitch. This could be your boss, a strategically
located colleague, your supervisor, another company, a
bank.

Base your list on two criteria: who has the power needed
to implement the idea, and who you might have access
to. If you don’t have access to the person with the power
you need, make a list of who has access to them, working
backwards until you can list people you actually know.
You may need to work through this network of people,
and make several pitches, to achieve the results you
want. Just getting to the real pitch situation may involve
multiple mini‐pitches.
Find strategic allies. You need a champion. You need
strategic allies with influence within the wider decision‐
making community to lend their moral support to your
idea. It’s great to be able to say: “Joe thought it would be
useful to tell you about this idea I’ve had.” “Anne
suggested I mention this new idea to you.”
By definition, the application of your idea means change.
Something different will happen. However brilliant your
idea, it will usually force someone, somewhere to change
how they do things. And because most people do not like
change, or fear change, the things that so impress you
about your idea may be precisely what make your idea so
difficult for others to accept. If the person you are
pitching to does not like change, you might be pitching
to the wrong person!
Why do some ideas catch on and others don’t? In Tipping
Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference,
Malcolm Gladwell shows how ideas, products and
messages – what Gladwell calls social epidemics ‐ spread
just like disease epidemics. The particular conditions that
make one virus spread and not another are based on very
small and apparently insignificant events.

What makes some ideas start epidemics? And is there
anything we can do to deliberately start and control our
own positive epidemics? He suggests three factors that
determine the one dramatic moment – the tipping point ‐
in an epidemic when everything can change all at once:
The Law of the Few, whereby you need certain people to
spread the idea.
The Stickiness Factor, the notion that certain ideas
lodge in our brains and stay there, stickiness being the
specific content of a message that makes it memorable
and gives it impact.
The Power of Context, whereby you need to be in the
right place at the right time.
For an epidemic to spread, you need three types of
people to do the spreading. You need Connectors,
people with a special gift for bringing the world together,
what we would call networking experts. You need
Mavens, people who collect and distribute knowledge.
And you need Salesmen, energetic, enthusiastic,
charming and likeable persuaders. If we convert this into
your quest to convince someone to buy in to your idea,
you need to find someone who is Collector, a Maven and
a Salesman – or preferably, all three.
Chip and Dan Heath turned Gladwell’s stickiness factor
into the platform for exploring why some ideas take hold
and others come unstuck. In a quest to establish what
constitutes a sticky idea, Made to Stick: Why some ideas
survive and others die identifies 6 stickiness principles:
maximizing simplicity, unexpectedness, concreteness,
credibility, emotional connection, and use of stories.

One of the biggest barriers to effective stickiness is what
the Heaths coin the “Curse of Knowledge.” Once we
know something, we find it hard to imagine what it was
like not to know it. Our knowledge has "cursed" us. The
following case study is taken from Made to Stick:
CASE STUDY
In an experiment, people were asked to tap out the rhythm
of a popular song (e.g. Happy Birthday To You). The
listener had to guess the song, based on the rhythm being
tapped. In the experiment, listeners guessed only 2.5
percent of the songs. Why? Because when tappers tap,
they are hearing the song in their head. The listeners,
however, can only hear a bunch of disconnected taps. Yet
before the listeners were asked to guess the name of the
song, the tappers predicted that the odds that the listeners
would guess correctly were 50 percent. The tappers were
flabbergasted at how hard the listeners seem to be working
to pick up the tune.
The tappers thought they were getting their message
across 1 time in 2, whereas in fact they only got their
message across 1 time in 40. Why? Because once the
tappers had been given knowledge (the song title), they
could not imagine what it was like not to possess that
knowledge.
When you think about it, that’s what could happen when
you are pitching to your target. The tapper is you. The
listener is your target. You may be so carried away with
the music inside your head that you don’t realise that
your target cannot recognise the tune.

Elevator Pitch
The proverbial elevator ride is where you get a once‐in‐a‐
lifetime opportunity to make your pitch to the top guy.
Mark Levinson, of Guerilla Marketing fame, says that if
you can’t describe your idea in 7 words, you don’t know
what it is. Well, I’m prepared to allow you a few more
words, but you really should be able to express the gist of
your idea, or of your request, in a couple of sentences.
Rehearse the encounter. If the plan calls for a face‐to‐
face meeting, try to role‐play the meeting in advance,
with colleagues and other supporters playing the devil’s
advocate. You then try to respond immediately, as you
would have to during your actual meeting.
5 seconds, 30 seconds, 5 minutes
Ari Blenkhorn suggests we prepare three pitches: 5
seconds, 30 seconds, 5 minutes. The 5 second version is
the most concise single sentence formulation of
whatever your idea is. Refine your idea until you can say
something intelligent and interesting in a short sentence.
“My idea is to make car engines twice as efficient, and 5
times as powerful.” This works for any idea.
Nothing is so complicated and amazing that it cannot be
explained in a single sentence. Practice your 5‐second
pitch on friends, colleagues, anyone. The 30 second and 5
minute versions should grow naturally out of the core 5
second version. 30 seconds gives you enough time (on a
particularly long elevator ride) to describe how you will
achieve what you described in 5 seconds, or provide a
couple of significant benefits or features of your idea.
Naturally, the 5 minute version is much more detailed.

Your aim is to hit the target’s sweet spot smooth and
fast. Use your first two minutes to highlight the problem
you are solving. As a rule of thumb, if 5 minutes is your
target, prepare to deliver a 4‐minute pitch, so as to leave
yourself with a margin.
Role play
The greater the vested interest you have with your own
idea, the more vulnerable you are to your own ego. Find
people you know to give you feedback. Ask them to role‐
play. Ask them to answer like Bill Gates or Donald
Trump.
I recently attended a practice pitch where a colleague
was invited to play the role of Lord Alan (The Apprentice)
Sugar. He kept barking: “Stop talking about the idea, and
tell me how you are going to sell!” This
feedback/intervention worked wonders for the pitch,
which suddenly became much sharper. Use these pitch
tests to develop a list of questions you expect to be asked
during the pitch, and be prepared to answer them.
If you believe in your idea and you have prepared well,
you should be able to deliver your pitch with no
problems. Be direct, state your case, be passionate, and
then listen. Be prepared for a range of responses –
positive and negative. For example, let’s say someone
says: “That’s an interesting idea. What do you want from
me?” You need to have an immediate answer: “We need
an immediate cash injection of half a million.” “We want
a personal introduction to Bill Gates.” “We want you to
come aboard as a strategic partner.”

Pitching – Steve Jobs style
If we want to understand the dynamics of perfect
pitching, we need look no further than Apple’s Steve
Jobs. Neuroscience tells us that the brain is easily bored.
Jobs doesn't give you time to lose interest. In his wildly
popular presentations, his slides are strikingly simple,
visual, and devoid of bullet points. Pictures are dominant.
When Jobs introduced the MacBook Air, he did not need
words. A photo of a hand pulling the notebook computer
out of an interoffice manila envelope did the job. When
Jobs said the iPhone app store was celebrating its first
anniversary, a slide appeared with a birthday cake
holding one candle. When he talked about lower iPod
prices, the new price was accompanied by photos of the
iPods. Psychologists call this picture superiority: ideas are
more easily recalled when presented with text and
images instead of text alone.
Every Jobs presentation has one moment that
neuroscientists call an “emotionally charged event,” the
equivalent of a mental post‐it note that tells the brain,
“Remember this!” At Macworld 2007, Jobs could have
opened the presentation by telling the audience that
Apple was unveiling a new mobile phone that also played
music, games, and video. Instead he built up the drama.
“Today, we are introducing three revolutionary products.
The first one is a widescreen iPod with touch controls.
The second is a revolutionary mobile phone. And the
third is a breakthrough Internet communications device.
An iPod, a phone, an Internet communicator. An iPod, a
phone, are you getting it? These are not three devices.
This is one device!” The audience erupted in cheers.

Getting into their shoes
Get into the shoes of the people on the receiving end of
your pitch. Start with their perspective. What kinds of
things are the people you’re pitching to interested in?
What is their typical day like? How many unsolicited
pitches do they receive? The better your pitch fits into
their needs, perspectives, and desires, the greater your
odds. Do your homework. Talk to people who have made
pitches to your target before. Try and glean details about
the target’s likes and dislikes. What will impress him or
her (and what will put them off)? By being aware of their
perspective, you can pitch your arguments accordingly.
CASE STUDY
In 1905, Joseph Trumpeldor lost his arm in the battle of
Port Arthur during the Russo‐Japanese War, and was
awarded four of Russia's highest decorations for bravery,
the St George Medal. The outbreak of WW1 found
Trumpeldor living under Turkish rule near the Sea of
Galilee. When he refused to fight for the Turks, he was
expelled to Egypt, where he tried to form the Russian
refugees into an army that would fight alongside the
British against the Turks. He led a delegation that pitched
the idea to General Sir John Grenfell Maxwell. In order to
impress Maxwell with his military credentials, Trumpeldor
wore all four of his St George Crosses.
As the delegation entered the room to make their pitch,
Maxwell glanced at Trumpeldor’s medals and enquired:
“Port Arthur?” By getting into Maxwell’s shoes, Trumpeldor
made his pitch more credible. Within a week, Trumpeldor
was appointed deputy commander of the new unit.

Pitching Tips
!
!
!

!
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!
!
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!
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!
!

Ask questions. Your idea has to fill a need. Assess
your target’s needs.
At the conclusion of the meeting, summarize and
clarify your understanding of what was
discussed.
Don’t talk too much about yourself. Your target
is primarily focused on finding solutions, and less
interested in how long you’ve been in business,
or what projects you have recently completed.
Don’t overwhelm your target with your
knowledge.
Don’t make exaggerated claims about your idea.
Don’t argue when you receive a negative
response.
Don’t be uncomfortable with silence.
Respect your target’s time.
Be sure you are talking to the right person.
Learn to separate business and personal. Don’t
get personal. If your target shows no interest,
remember that there will be other opportunities.
Try not to show your disappointment. Remain
professional throughout.
Always assume that you are going to persuade
the target. Stay positive. As soon as you lose
your positive attitude and allow doubt to creep
in, you’ve lost the pitch.
An objection is not a rejection. Allow the target
to question, to clarify.
Follow‐up, and follow‐up again. Don’t lose the
momentum. Keep tracking your target until you
know whether they are worth pursuing or not.

!
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Never drink milk before making a pitch. It coats
your vocal chords and impedes your vocal
impact.
Never eat chocolate before pitching. It may be
the ultimate comfort food and nervousness‐
quencher, but it has the same effect as milk, only
worse.
Chin up! Keep your chin parallel to the ground.
This ensures you are not tilting your head
downwards and projecting your voice to the floor
Less is more. Listen to ads on the radio – they are
usually just 30 seconds long. They really
economise on words, because they don’t have
long to deliver their message.
Answer the target’s WIIFM – What’s In It For Me?
Always focus on how your idea can help them.
Focus on the “you”, which translates to “me” for
them.
Keep it short and snappy. Your pitch you should
aim to achieve a rate of 120 words per minute ‐
about 2 words a second. Your aim is to have the
target ask you for more information.
Remember Ivan Meisner’s 12 x 12 x 12 rule: How
do you look from 12 feet? Are you dressed
appropriately? Is your energy level high? How do
you look from 12 inches? Do you have food stuck
in your teeth? Are there stains on your clothes?
Do you have a cappuccino moustache? Do you
have bad breath? Do your first 12 words
adequately describe your idea?
Your smile is like a handshake with your target –
even if the target does not respond in kind.

AIDA
Here is how the AIDA formula: A: Attention; I: Interest; D:
Desire; and A: Action, is applied to pitching:
!

!

!

!

A: ATTENTION: First, you need to grab the
target’s attention quickly and effectively when
you make initial contact. The first few seconds
are critical, because that is when your target is
deciding whether it is worth giving you further
attention. Use these precious moments wisely.
Open with something that pulls them towards
you rather than something that scares them and
pushes them away.
I: INTEREST: Sustain the attention of your target
by getting them interested. You stimulate
interest by listening to the target talk about their
problems, by telling them things that affect their
problems, by demonstrating things, rather than
just telling, and by getting them actively
involved.
D: DESIRE: Now that they are interested in you
and what you have to say, create a desire in them
for what you want them to do. Having a need is
not the same as having the desire. Desire is a
motivation to act. Desire is like a fire, and must
be stoked.
A: ACTION: This is the magic stage when they
talk about taking an action that will move your
proposal forward.

Don’t forget that every target you approach with your
pitch is having some or all of the following thoughts:

!
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I don’t know you
I don’t know your company
I don’t know your technology
I don’t know your business record
I don’t know what you stand for
I don’t know your reputation
I’m very busy
I’m not in the mood to be persuaded
I’m not sure why I agreed to see you

PowerPoint (PPT)
PowerPoint (PPT) is one of the most pervasive business
communication tools out there. Some people are
passionate about PPT, others less so. Many people groan
inwardly when idea pitchers arrive at a meeting and fire
up their laptop. Many PPT presentations are too
complex, use too many screens, and fill the screens with
too many words or visuals.
Educational psychologist Richard Mayer has studied how
words and visuals promote human understanding. He
explains that our brain has separate information
processing channels for visual material and verbal
material. The visual channel handles information
presented to the eyes (e.g. illustrations, animation,
video, or on‐screen text). The verbal channel handles
information presented to the ears (e.g. narration or
nonverbal sounds). We can pay attention to only a few
pieces of information in each channel at a time. Busy
backgrounds, endless bullet points, and a tangle of
diagrams shut down understanding, cause information
overload, and result in ineffective communication.

Mayer offers several principles of effective PPT
presentations:
!
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We learn better when PPT slides include a headline
rather than a title.
A title (e.g. Marketing Objectives) serves as a
signpost, but fails to explain the idea on the slide.
A PPT headline (e.g. We will become #1 in our
market) should summarize the single overriding
idea of the slide in clear and conversational
language.
We learn better when the information is broken
down into digestible bites.
We learn better when the content is presented as
narration (backed by graphics) rather than on‐
screen text.
We learn better from words and pictures. Text
bullets alone on a screen are not effective.
We learn better when the PPT slide does not
contain extraneous words, pictures, and sounds
that do not support the main idea.
When in doubt, chop.

Information design expert Dr. Edward Tufte compares
PPT to a widely used and expensive prescription drug
that claims to make us beautiful ‐ but doesn’t. Instead
the drug has frequent, serious side effects: degrading the
quality and credibility of our communication, making us
stupid, and wasting our audience’s time. If PPT were a
drug, he says, the resulting unsatisfactory cost/beneﬁt
ratio would rightly lead to a worldwide product recall.
Tufte claims that the adoption of the PPT cognitive style
in schools is damaging to the art of communication:

“Rather than learning to write a report using sentences,
children are being taught how to formulate client pitches
and infomercials.”
If you are doing a PPT pitch, remember:
!
!
!
!
!
!

maximum of 5 lines/screen
maximum of 5 words/line
1 slide per 5 minutes of narration
If a slide can’t be read in 10 seconds, there is too
much information
Minimum font size: 32 pt
The same colours and fonts should be used on each
slide.

Don’t bore your audience with stuff they already know –
wow them with stuff they don’t know. Avoid information
overload – keep your messages simple and short. Don’t
get obsessed with the features – emphasize the benefits.
Shorter presentations leave time for more Q&A
interaction afterwards. Humour is fine, but don’t try and
be a stand‐up comedian.
Memes
A word about memes. A meme is a unit of intellectual or
cultural information that spreads exponentially from
brain to brain, replicating ideas rapidly across cultures,
creating fast‐paced cultural evolution in its wake. Ideas,
catch‐phrases, slogans like Yes We Can, tunes, corporate
logos and national flags are examples of memes. An idea
or information pattern only becomes a meme when it
causes someone to replicate it by repeating it to others.

The first stage of meme replication is assimilation. When
a meme is presented to a potential new host, it must be
noticed, understood and accepted by the host if it is to
become memorable.
The second stage is the retention of the meme in
memory. Unless memes remain some time in memory,
they are not memes. The longer the meme is retained,
the more opportunities it will have to spread further by
infecting other hosts.
The third stage is expression. If a meme is to be
successfully communicated to other individuals, it must
emerge from its storage as memory pattern and enter
into an expression – speech, text, pictures, and behaviour
‐ that can be perceived by others.
The fourth and final stage is transmission. The expression
needs a physical carrier – a meme vehicle ‐ which can
transmit it expression without too much loss or
deformation.
If we understanding how a meme propogates, we should
be able to use this to our advantage when trying to
achieve buy‐in.
Chutzpah
To conclude this chapter, here are some stories of how
various individuals succeeded in making their pitch despite
all efforts to thwart them. I found these stories of nerve,
balls and brass neck in Yanky Fachler’s Chutzpah.

CASE STUDY
Dennis P Kimbro had written a book on how successful
African Americans had achieved their dreams, and how to
apply these principles. Kimbro now needed an agent. The
key lay with Kimbro’s role model, the legendary best‐selling
inspirational author, Harvey Mackay. If I can only get a few
precious minutes to pitch my idea to Mackay, Kimbro said
to himself, he could open the door to an agent. For three
months, Kimbro failed to secure the appointment he so
wanted. He was blocked by Mackay's assistant.
Then Kimbro remembered that Mackay himself had written
that you should work with the gatekeepers rather than
circumventing them. So Kimbro cultivated the receptionist,
who let slip that her boss would be taking five flights over
the next five days. Kimbro persuaded the assistant to give
him the flight numbers. Sure enough, on one of the flights,
Kimbro plonked himself down in seat next to Mackay. He
introduced himself to his captive audience of one, turned
the timer on for five minutes, and proceeded to deliver his
pitch. This encounter led to a fruitful friendship between
the two men, and with Mackay’s help, Kimbro did indeed
find both an agent and a publisher.
CASE STUDY
In 1945, just after the end of WW2, John H Johnson
launched Ebony, which he promoted as a kind of Life
Magazine for the African‐American market. He knew that
the long‐term survival of his magazine depended on
persuading white ad agencies to buy space in his new
magazine. So he started sending letters and placing calls to
corporate chiefs and the heads of ad agencies.

There was one particular quarry that Johnson was intent
on contacting. If only he could meet this ad agency head,
he could give him his pitch on why the agency should steer
ads in Ebony’s direction. But despite his best efforts, he
simply could not pin the guy down. Johnson then
discovered a curious fact about the ad agency head – he did
not like flying. Which is why he travelled by train every
Sunday afternoon from Chicago to New York. Armed with
this critical piece of information, Johnson started travelling
on the same train each Sunday. On every trip, he
frequented the club car where the CEO dined. Casual nods
eventually turned to friendly chats. Friendly chats
eventually turned to an invitation to dine – which gave
Johnson the opportunity to make his pitch. Before long, the
ads were flowing to Ebony.
CASE STUDY
Time Warner boss Steve Ross was engaged in a bidding
war for Atari. Ross was determined to wow the Atari folk
with his pitch. Following protracted negotiations, it was
agreed that Ross and his colleagues would conduct
negotiations with the Atari executives in the Time Warner
head office in New York City. Ross sent a company jet to
San Jose to collect the Atari VIPs and bring them to the
meeting.
Determined to buy Atari, Ross decided to use a secret
resource that he believed would do the trick. When the
Atari executives climbed aboard the Time Warner jet, they
were told that they were being joined on the flight by
another passenger. Naturally, the Atari people raised no
objection, and assumed that the extra passenger would be
an anonymous Time Warner executive.

It is not difficult to imagine the surprise of the Atari
executives when they climbed the steps of the executive
jet, when the person sitting there was none other than
movie star Clint Eastwood. Ross had arranged for the
Hollywood star to just “happen” to need a ride in order to
reach a shoot on location. Just as Ross predicted, the Atari
executives were totally star‐struck, and succumbed to the
glamour of being in the vicinity of the megastar. By the
time the Atari executives arrived in New York, they were
still mesmerised by meeting the Hollywood icon. When
Ross made his pitch, he was able to acquire Atari a knock‐
down price.
CASE STUDY
When Yossi Abramowitz launched a family‐oriented ezine
for the family market, he targeted the CEO of a major law
firm as his business angel. “If I can pitch my idea to him, I’ll
get the funding I need. All Abramowitz’s attempts to
arrange a meeting with the CEO failed. Snail‐mail. Email.
FedEx. No response.
So Abramowitz hired an actor, dressed him in a Barney the
Dinosaur costume, and placed a bouquet of balloons in one
hand and the business proposal in the other. Abramowitz
deposited Barney outside the entrance to the building, and
gently shoved him towards the door. The security guard at
the front desk took one look at Barney, shook his hands,
and waved him in. Everywhere Barney went, his fans
greeted him with laughter. Barney made his way
unimpeded to the desk of the personal assistant to the
CEO. He handed her the balloons, gave her the business
plan, and left the building. Abramowitz got to make his
pitch.

8 EXECUTION AND
AAR
(AFTER ACTION REVIEW)
Do, or do not. There is no try.
Yoda in Star Wars

Five frogs are sitting on a log. Four decide to jump off.
How many are left? If you think the answer is one frog,
think again. Because even though four frogs decided to
jump, we still don’t know whether they did or not. Just as
there is a big difference between trying and doing, there
is a big difference between deciding and doing. Perhaps
the hardest stage of creating innovative ideas is
executing. Many great ideas have languished because
they were never properly executed.
Some creative people are great at coming up with ideas.
Others are good at following through on their ideas and
making them happen. Jordan Ayan says that the ultimate
joy of creativity is moving your ideas from the dream
stage into the steam stage. Ayan identifies four Ps:

!
!
!
!

Plan – You need to move the idea off the
drawing board and onto the shop floor.
Persistence – Learn never to take no for an
answer, keep persevering, develop elephant’s
hide.
Patience – You can’t always dictate the
timetable. Stay with the idea. Don’t give up.
allow all the pieces to fall into place.
Passion – Unless you are passionate about your
idea, you will never persuade others to join you.
Commitment and passion and fire in your belly
will make it happen.

The difference between strategy and execution is like the
difference between architecture and construction: they
are equally essential, and wholly interdependent. You
can’t fulfill one without the other. Without good
blueprints, the house you build will be ugly and sub‐
functional, maybe dangerous. With good blueprints but
bad construction, the house you build may be nice
looking, but certainly sub‐functional and dangerous.
Never underestimate the execution challenge for your
innovative idea. It’s tougher than you anticipate.
Recognise that every execution is unique. Methods that
have worked well in the past might not be appropriate,
and vice versa. Keep your eyes open for small execution
problems, and resolve them before they become big
problems.
In Strategy Execution Heroes: Business Strategy
Implementation
and
Strategic
Management
Demystified, Jeroen De Flander identifies some key
implementation building blocks:

Review and update your strategy. Your strategy is the
long‐term action plan, the road‐map, designed to
achieve your vision.
Communicate. Communicate well. Your idea can’t be
implemented if it can’t be understood and it can’t be
understood if it can’t be explained. Focus on transparent
and easy‐to‐understand communication to create the
necessary understanding and engagement. It is essential
to use all available communication platforms. Emails are
not enough. Use other meeting platforms, discussion
groups, informal and formal encounters, performance
management sessions, intranets, websites, screensavers,
coffee rooms, notice boards etc. to communicate the
strategy. You cannot over‐communicate your vision.
Make sure you don’t kill your idea with poor‐quality,
uninspiring communication.
Cascade. When you cascade your company’s strategy,
you break down the objectives into smaller chunks for
the next organisational level. The process stops at the
team level. It is crucial to achieve macro alignment
between all the objectives – horizontally and vertically –
in your organisation.
Compare and learn. Your idea is a hypothesis. It’s your
best estimate of the route to success. But it’s still an
estimation. It’s crucial to take some time at the end of a
cycle to go back and check your hypothesis, to compare
your initial strategic assumptions with what you have
learnt from the reality of the strategy execution cycle.
Challenge your implementation capabilities, and fine‐
tune your execution efforts.

Manage initiatives. Initiative management is the activity
in which your dreams run up against reality. It’s one of
the most difficult steps and therefore the point where
implementation
often
goes
wrong.
Initiative
management is all about selecting, prioritising and
executing the actions that will lead to the realization of
your idea.
Set objectives. Setting individual objectives is one of the
best things you can do to improve performance – yours,
your team’s or even that of an entire organisation. The
positive impact of goal setting is one of the most widely
researched and scientifically validated aspects of today’s
organisational science. Link all individual objectives with
the overall strategy. Focus on the way you secure
agreement on the objectives. It’s the quality of the
objectives and the acceptance of these objectives that
will make your individual objective setting a success.
Monitor and motivate. Regular monitoring motivates
people and dramatically increases their chances of
success. It also simplifies the final performance
evaluation. Providing feedback in the right way is a
crucial step in boosting performance.
In Closing the Execution Gap: How Great Leaders and
Their Companies Get Results, Richard Lepsinger
identifies 8 stages of execution:
Step 1: Clarify your goals and standards. Standards
are statements of quality, quantity, and timing
required for success. They drive action steps and
answer the question: What actions must be taken to
make sure we meet these standards?

Step 2: Develop your action plan. Its basic
components include action steps that break down
the work to be done into tasks and activities,
accountabilities identifying the party/parties
responsible for doing each step, a schedule with start
and completion dates for each action, and resource
requirements such as equipment, people, money, or
anything else needed to complete action steps.
Step 3: Minimize risk. A well‐thought‐out plan must
include an assessment of the potential problems that
could derail it, safeguards to stave off these “what
ifs,” and the determination of what will be done if
problems occur despite your best efforts.
Step 4: Expect and get top performance. When we
believe people are capable, we treat them like they
are capable, and they come to believe they are
capable. Unfortunately, the converse is true as well.
This powerful dynamic starts when your expectations
(high or low) are translated into behavior.
Step 5: Hold people accountable. Create an
environment that enables others to operate at a
higher level of responsibility.
Step 6: Involve the right people in the right
decisions. Understand what “delegate” truly means.
Realise that sometimes it’s OK to be an autocrat.
Outsmart your brain with a systematic decision‐
making process.
Step 7: Facilitate change readiness. Don’t preach or
lecture. Help team members “talk themselves into”
wanting to change. Reinforce “change talk.”

Step 8: Enhance cooperation and collaboration.
Avoid conflict management errors, such as
minimising or ignoring others’ concerns; pulling
power plays, attacking the legitimacy of others’
positions or priorities, suppressing differences,
imposing own goals/priorities, refusing to
temporarily remove constraints, going through the
motions of managing the difference, but refusing to
carry it through .
In The Bookbuzz Book of Business Execution, Yanky
Fachler identifies 33 recurring themes identified by
leading authorities on execution:
1. Never launch an initiative you’re not personally
committed to it.
2. Make execution part of the organisation’s culture
and DNA.
3. Build an execution culture that continually
anticipates and adapts.
4. Picture execution not as a single street but as a
network of unique smaller and larger interlinked
roads.
5. Focus your organisation on the few (3‐4) most
crucial priorities.
6. At any given moment, focus fully on the one task
that is the single most important thing you could
do right now.
7. Get used to making distinctive, tough and
decisive choices, remembering that sometimes
it’s OK to be an autocrat.
8. Hold a compelling kick‐off event to create
momentum.

9. Spell out the specific action tasks in writing.
10. Thoroughly clarify your strategic goals and how
the organisation plans to achieve them.
11. Insist on robust dialogue.
12. Break your strategy down into manageable near,
medium and long‐term goals. Make all the pieces
fit by using plans, budgets and controls.
13. Follow up like crazy without driving people crazy.
14. Keep asking: “So what’s the next action?
15. Create a seamless integration between
organisational and individual performance.
16. Synchronise all the moving parts of the
organization to make sure they all share a
common understanding.
17. Have the courage and emotional fortitude to
tackle non‐performers.
18. Don’t keep options open ‐ avoid analysis
paralysis.
19. Never finish a meeting without clarifying what
the follow‐through will be, who will do it, when
and how they will do it, what resources they will
use.
20. Inspect what you expect. If it’s important,
measure it.
21. Have a contingency plan ‐ consider unexpected
scenarios and have back‐up plans in place.
22. Capture and spread what you learn.
23. Get agreement and closure from all participants.
24. Use political skills to identify your allies and enlist
the mavericks who will help you overcome
political obstacles.
25. End the project with another event where team
members are recognised, and possibly rewarded.

26. Leverage the power of internal and external
partnerships
27. Generate creative tension.
28. Separate executive meetings about operations
from meetings focused on strategy.
29. Shorten the performance monitoring cycle from
quarterly to monthly or weekly.
30. Set intermediate goals and measure your
progress ‐ conduct a formal performance
evaluation at the end of each performance
management cycle.
31. Be clear about who has final approval of changes
‐ clearly define ramifications of accepting and
implementing a change to your action plans.
32. Avoid internal struggles, turf wars and silo
thinking.
33. Get
T‐shirts
(operations),
Turtlenecks
(marketing), and Suits (management) to speak
the same language.
Pre‐mortem
Every project needs a formal performance evaluation at
the end of the process. Ideally, the evaluation should
answer the question: ‘Have the performance objectives
been achieved?’ Be sure to make an honest assessment.
Everyone understands the concept of holding a post‐
mortem in a project management context. After a
project has failed, a post‐mortem asks why. The project
pathologists gather round to analyse what went wrong.
Every stage of the project comes under the microscope.
Smart companies know that post‐mortems are a learning
exercise, not a blaming exercise.

But before discussing post‐mortems, I want to mention a
concept that I really like: a "pre‐mortem." The following
is adapted from an article I wrote that was published in
Jeffrey Baumgartner’s eJournal Report 103 in May 2011
(http://www.jpb.com/report103/)
A pre‐mortem is similar to a post‐mortem, except that it
is conducted before the project dies, not after. It was an
article by Gary Klein in the Harvard Business Review that
got me interested in this. The pre‐mortem helps
companies gain a perspective on projects before they are
completed, in order to increase the likelihood of
successful implementation. By making it safe for
dissenters who are knowledgeable about the
undertaking and worried about its weaknesses to speak
up, you can improve a project’s chances of success.
Prospective hindsight – aka pre‐mortem – increases the
ability to correctly identify reasons for future outcomes
by 30%. A pre‐mortem in a business setting comes at the
beginning of a project rather than the end, so that the
project can be improved rather than autopsied. Unlike a
typical critiquing session, in which project team members
are asked what might go wrong, the pre‐mortem
operates on the assumption that the “patient” has died,
and so asks what did go wrong. The team members’ task
is to generate plausible reasons for the project’s failure.
In a typical pre‐mortem, the leader starts the exercise by
informing everyone that the project has failed
spectacularly. Over the next few minutes those in the
room independently write down every reason they can
think of for the failure—especially the kinds of things
they ordinarily wouldn’t mention as potential problems.

For example, in a session held at one Fortune 50–size
company, an executive suggested that a billion‐dollar
environmental sustainability project had “failed” because
interest waned when the CEO retired. Another pinned
the failure on a dilution of the business case after a
government agency revised its policies.
Next, every team member reads one reason from their
list; everyone states a different reason until all have been
recorded. After the session is over, the project manager
reviews the list, looking for ways to strengthen the plan.
Although many project teams engage in prelaunch risk
analysis, the pre‐mortem’s prospective hindsight
approach offers benefits that other methods lack.
The pre‐mortem doesn’t just help teams to identify
potential problems early on. It also reduces the tunnel‐
vision of people who are overinvested in a project. By
describing weaknesses that no one else has mentioned,
team members feel valued for their intelligence and
experience, and others learn from them. The exercise
also sensitizes the team to pick up early signs of trouble
once the project gets under way. In the end, a pre‐
mortem may be the best way to circumvent any need for
a painful post‐mortem.
Typical questions to ask at a pre‐mortem:
! What caused the failure?
! At what critical stages could we have taken a
different decision?
! What erroneous assumptions did we make?
! Did we listen to warnings or reservations uttered
by individual team members. If not, why not?

!
!
!
!
!
!

What data did we rely on too heavily?
What data did we ignore?
What worked well?
What didn’t?
What would we improve next time?
How can we ensure that this doesn’t happen
again?

By flagging the potential for disaster in mid‐project, you
are giving yourself and the team an opportunity to make
changes, to monitor potential obstacles, to identify
signals that something is wrong. Record the results of
your pre‐mortem, and build a preventative failure
database.
Post‐mortem ‐ the After‐Action Review (AAR)
An after‐action review (AAR) is a military term that
describes a post‐mortem – a structured review or
debriefing process for analysing what happened, why it
happened, and how it can be done better. Evaluation is
the basis for the commander's assessment of the unit’s
performance, since even the most skilled commander
cannot see as much as the individual soldiers and leaders
in the field.
The AAR enables military commanders to discover how
to sustain strengths and improve on weaknesses. The
AAR allows commanders to obtain candid insights into
specific soldier, leader, and unit behaviour from various
perspectives. The AAR allows commanders to obtain
feedback and insight, and to obtain details often lacking
in evaluation reports alone.

For their part, soldiers and leaders participating in an
AAR actively discover what happened and why. They
learn and remember more than they would from a
critique alone. AARs involve the exchange of ideas and
observations, and focus on improving future
performance. There are formal and informal AARs.
Formal AARs require more planning and preparation
than informal AARs. Informal AARs provide immediate
feedback to soldiers, leaders, and units during training.
Ideas and solutions the leader gathers during informal
AARs can be immediately put to use as the unit continues
its training. Also, during lower echelon informal AARs,
leaders often collect teaching points and trends they can
use as discussion points during higher echelon formal
AARs.
In the world of business, AARs are an effective tool for
systematically and objectively assessing the design,
implementation and results of policies, processes,
strategies, programmes and projects. AARs are a
leadership and knowledge sharing tool which brings
together the team that is closest to the activity or
project, when a critical milestone has been reached, to
openly discuss successes and failures.
The purpose is to learn from the experience to take the
lessons learned into the next phase of the activity or
project, or to accomplish related tasks more effectively
the next time a similar activity or project is conducted.
AARs enable us to understand why things happened
during the progression of the process and to learn from
that experience. The focus of an AAR is to answer a
number of key questions:

!
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What did we set out to do?
What was planned?
How were you going to execute this plan?
How did the plan change as you progressed?
What actually happened?
Why did this happen?
What worked well, and why?
What could have gone better?
Why were there differences between planning
and execution?
What might we do differently next time, and
how?
What should we have learned from this activity
or project a year from now?

The purpose of an AAR is not to judge success or failure;
rather, it aims to improve processes and prevent
problems. The key to an AAR is openness and honesty,
which encourages all the participants in the organisation
to participate. This in turn allows the organisation to
capture what really happened so that lessons may be
learned. Also, the AAR does not have to be performed at
the end of a project or activity. Rather, it can be
performed after each identifiable event within a project
or major activity, thus becoming a live learning process.
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TOLERANCE FOR
FAILURE

Success is the ability to go from one failure to another
with no loss of enthusiasm.
Winston Churchill
To develop working ideas efficiently –
I try to fail as quickly as I can.
Richard Feynman
The secret of life is to fall seven times
and to get up eight times.
Paulo Coelho
A life spent making mistakes is not only more
honorable, but more useful than a life spent
doing nothing.
George Bernard Shaw

Kids, says Sir Ken Robinson in The Element, are not
scared of being wrong. As kids become adults, they
become frightened of being wrong. That’s how we run
our companies – we stigmatise mistakes.

That’s how we run national education systems ‐ mistakes
are the worst thing you can make. The result is that we
are educating people out of their creative capacities. And
unless you’re prepared to be wrong, you’ll never come up
with anything original.
I urge you to watch Sir Ken Robinson’s 18‐minute talk at
the TED conference (just Google TED Ken Robinson).
Robinson claims that we are ruthlessly squandering the
tremendous talents of our kids. Creativity, says
Robinson, should be as important in education as
literacy. He tells of the 6‐year‐old girl who was in a
drawing lesson. ‘What are you drawing?’ asked the
teacher. The girl answered: ‘I’m drawing a picture of
God.’ The teacher said, ‘But nobody knows what God
looks like.’ ‘They will in a minute,’ answered the girl.
By definition, innovation activities involve a high
probability of failure. With so many future factors are
impossible to foresee, the innovation process is
unpredictable and idiosyncratic. It is inevitable that in the
course of developing a new idea, a new technology or a
new product, much effort will be expended with no
visible results. That’s why tolerance for failure is so
critical in motivating innovation.
Perceptions on failure can differ according to which
country you are in. In the USA, venture capitalists
actively seek demonstrations of past failures as evidence
that prospective entrepreneurs have experienced failure.
There is also evidence that firms backed by more failure‐
tolerant venture capital investors are themselves
significantly more innovative.

The “School of Hard Knocks” is perceived to be as
valuable as an MBA. Penn State University even has a
course for engineering students called Failure 101. In
order to publicise the fact that doing something wrong is
an essential part of achievement, the Royal Society of
the Arts organised the Glory of Failure project in 2009.
The Failure Files: Perspectives in failure, edited by David
Hillson, came out of this project. In the book, different
people discuss different aspects of failure.
One of the findings of entrepreneurship specialist Iain
Scott is that business leaders are reluctant to use 'the F
word', because '"failure" for a business is too simplistic.
Using it tells you nothing. Without analysis you won't
learn. Without trials you don't grow. Instead of focusing
solely on outcomes of failures or viewing them as
isolated incidents, we should consider how much failure
contributes to our working processes.
Hillson identifies ten key characteristics of failure:
1. Failure is natural. It’s an intrinsic part of life.
2. Failure is universal. It affects all facets of human
existence.
3. Failure is inevitable. Perfection is an illusion.
4. Failure is pain. It’s always unpleasant.
5. Failure is opportunity.
6. Failure is learning.
7. Failure is information. It tells what not to do.
8. Failure closes off some paths, but opens others.
9. Failure is stimulation. It encourages the human
spirit to bounce back.
10. Failure is fun.

What I find fascinating and instructive in Hillson’s list is
that only one of the ten key characteristics is negative –
the others are all positive or neutral. This is a very
different take on failure.
Clearly, the trick lies in approaching failure with the right
attitude. Failure should be embraced as a blessing, not as
a curse. Many people are fearful of making mistakes,
regarding failure as shameful and painful. With this kind
of attitude, innovation tends to be merely incremental.
A more healthy attitude is manifested by people who are
more afraid of what happens if they don’t make
mistakes. They fear that they could lose out on
opportunities. This kind of attitude is more likely to
produce “Aha!” moments of insight out of the ashes of
projects that failed.
Education plays a major role in determining our attitudes
to risk and failure. We all start out with an adventurous
spirit. As soon as we enter the educational system, we
are squelched. We enter an environment driven by an
obsession for testing. But testing only deals with
accumulated knowledge. Tests only ascertain how well
we have memorized required material in a course. Only
stuff that can be easily tested is included in exams. As
Einstein said, "Not everything that counts can be
counted, and not everything that can be counted
counts."
By all accounts, Einstein was a failure. His teachers
thought he was mentally challenged. He only studied
those subjects that interested him, mathematics and
philosophy, and he didn't bother with the rest.

One school wanted to expel the young Einstein because
he just sat in the back of the class and smiled. As we
know, Einstein proved to be anything but a failure. But
his attitude to failure is instructive: “A person who never
made a mistake never tried anything new.”
Education should be about encouraging people to think
for themselves, to find and develop their talents and
potentials. Yet new generations grow up thinking that
education is simply a succession of tests. You either pass
the test or you fail the test. The prospect of being
labelled a failure hovers over us throughout our school
career. I often believe that if Einstein were a kid today, he
would probably drop out of school much earlier.
Of all the things that are tested, creativity and
imagination are among the most elusive. By definition,
you can't have a box that tests the ability of people to
think outside the box. You can't test imagination. You
can only test knowledge.
Einstein: “Imagination is more important than
knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles
the globe.”
Without creativity and imagination, we would be
nowhere. Einstein again: “The only thing that interferes
with my learning is my education.”
So many things can go wrong that the greatest risk for
failure isn't due to being overly optimistic. Failure lies in
not being optimistic enough, not thinking big enough,
and not committing deeply enough to your dreams.

The exciting thing about innovation is that there is no
blueprint of right or wrong. Intrinsic to innovation is a
degree of serendipity, belief, sheer bloody mindedness
and failure. You have to accept that failure is part of any
innovation process. You have to accept that there is a
risk, the idea might not work. Ask yourself how you deal
with failure. Be prepared to admit failure and cut your
losses.
Here are some useful techniques for overcoming fear of
failure:
Consider the cost of missed opportunities – The biggest
risk we often fail to consider is the benefit we lose by
avoiding high risk/high reward opportunities. Without
taking risk, we can’t exploit opportunities.
Put the worst‐case scenario in perspective – In The 4‐
Hour Workweek, Tim Ferris asks: “If you chase your
dreams and fall flat on your face, worst‐case scenario,
how long will it take you to recover?” The answer is
probably less than you expect. Fear of failure is usually
much worse than failure itself. Failing is rarely as terrible
as we anticipated. Sometimes, we are so afraid to fail
that when we do fail — as expected — we feel immense
relief. It’s usually only people who haven’t failed at
anything who believe that failing is a disaster.
Burn the boats – When ancient Greek armies traversed
the sea to do battle, they burned their boats as soon as
they arrived. This left the men stranded. With no way to
make it home besides victory, the resolve of the soldiers
was strengthened. If you have a goal, but are afraid to
commit, force yourself into action by burning the boats.

CASE STUDY
Thomas Edison is famous for saying that he never failed, he
simply embarked on a process composed of several
thousand steps. One of Edison’s unsuccessful projects was
a talking doll. When he saw that it wasn’t going anywhere
fast, he put it behind him and moved on to other projects.
Later, he referred to the dolls as “little monsters.” Now,
there’s a lesson for all of us. We should all learn to put our
little monsters behind us and move on.
There is no failure, only feedback. Failures are just
steppingstones. Failing is an intrinsic part of succeeding.
Every time we fail, we are learning from our mistakes. A
failure is a message telling us that we could have done
something differently, that there is room for
improvement. Each failure is a trial in an experiment and
an opportunity for growth. Even if a failure costs you
financially, the educational benefits can far outweigh the
loss. Failure is never an isolated event, but part of a much
larger process. Failures are not end points. They are
stepping‐stones ‐ only as permanent as we allow them to
be.
Failure is an event, never a person. Don’t take failure
personally. Failure is not a personality characteristic. We
are conditioned to attach our sense of self‐worth to the
outcome of our actions. Every time one of our ideas fails,
we allow our self‐esteem to be eroded. We feel as if we
are that idea that flopped. But if something doesn’t work
out, it doesn’t mean we are a failure or a loser. If others
don’t get that and are critical of us, it’s probably because
they are the ones who do not get the idea about
experimenting, trying, and learning.

Re‐interpret failure. Once you know the messages fear
sends, create positive messages to replace them. You
may fail, but each failure brings you closer to success.
Your identity is not dependent on your failures. You are
what you decide to be. Face your fear and be a success.
Get support from other who will encourage you, but be
your own best cheerleader.
A key to deliberate thinking is to stop using misleading
labels like failure, according to Edward de Bono. The
current system of human thinking urgently needs
upgrading. We need to stop obsessing about failures,
faults, shortcomings and negatives. In Think! Before It’s
Too Late, he claims that while information and analysis
may formulate the best road‐map, a roadmap is useless
without operational skills.
Having a roadmap does not help us reach our destination
if we don’t know how to drive. In the same way, new
ideas for the future do not just evolve ‐ they have to be
deliberately and consciously created and nurtured.
Thinking is a life skill as well as a right – but this right is
meaningless if leaders, parents, teachers, employers and
others fail to remind us that making errors along the way
is an essential part of the thinking and learning process.
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PULLING IT ALL
TOGETHER

Now it’s time to draw up your Personal Creativity Action
Plan, starting with your goals.
The first thing you need to address is your energy level ‐
physical and mental. Get some exercise. Start by simply
going for a walk, and build this until you start jogging.
Don’t forget to drink plenty of water. Look at your food
intake. Are you getting enough of the foods on the brain
food list? Perhaps now is a good time to stop drinking the
free coffee in the office. Remember, even the slightest
dehydration of the brain impairs your ability to generate
ideas. Introduce a splash of colour into your office space.
Rearrange your desk.
Start acquiring new experiences and knowledge. You
should be reading one book a week. When I started my
own Personal Creativity Action Plan, I used to go to
Hughes and Hughes every Sunday, looking for something
of interest. If I couldn’t find anything obvious, I would ask
the staff for a recommendation. They would produce a
number of books and tell me something about them.

That’s the advantage of frequenting a bookshop where
the staff members are readers. Don’t restrict yourself
only to your own area of business interest. Try and read a
wide variety of material. You may want to follow up
some of the books I quote in this book.
At some point, you will need to come up with your own
definition of innovation. Write it out, then ask yourself
whether this definition is limiting you. Is it wide enough?
What other limiting beliefs are getting in your way? What
is holding you back? Are there any routines that you
could change?
Do you have a notebook yet? Get one today, and keep it
with you at all times. Start recording your ideas. Try out
some of the idea generation techniques. One technique I
used in the early days was to simply Google the business
area and see where it led. Looking at competitors’
websites. Join business networks, join business clubs, join
music groups, join chess clubs ‐ the wider the spectrum
of topics the better.
Encourage others to challenge your predetermined views
of the world. If you work for a large company, try and join
an internal networking group – or set one up yourself.
Once you have a substantial quantity of ideas, start to
review them. Are any worth pursuing? Use a selection
technique to help you pick some winners. Then get to
work. Ask yourself how well equipped you are to counter
the inevitable put‐downs? Can you recruit an
accomplice? Can you improve your idea? Who are you
going to pitch it to? Can you get a meeting? Look at the
pitching tips in chapter seven to help prepare yourself.

If you are passionate about and committed to your idea,
you have a choice of routes to getting it implemented
even if your employer is not willing to buy in. Some
employers are so stuck in their command and control
environments that they cannot contemplate change. It’s
not your ideas that are wrong, it’s a reflection of the
quality of the company leadership – or lack thereof.
During this process, you might start asking yourself some
bigger life questions. Is what Sir Ken Robinson in The
Element refers to as your tribe in sync with your personal
aspirations? You may need to look for a group where you
fit in better.
If you follow the tips and techniques in this book, I
believe you will find yourself six months down the line
being more productive, more in control.
As we read in Talent is overrated, it’s all about slowly
perfecting what we do. You don’t need to be an expert
when you start out. But if you “stick to your knitting,” you
will be able to improve your performance over time.
The trick is to dump old ways of doing things and
embrace new ways. Once you have tried out some of the
techniques we explore in this book, you may well
discover that you can’t return to the old ways.
That’s a positive outcome!
Good luck on your innovative quest.

APPENDIX: NEUROBIC
DESK EXERCISES
Abdominal Crunch. Sit on the edge of your seat. Lean
back from the waist, keep your back straight. Hold the
seat of your chair with both hands. Lift both legs up,
keeping your knees bent while tightening your
abdominal muscles. Straighten your legs holding your
heels a few inches off of the floor.
Back stretch. Place your hands on the desk and hang on.
Slowly push your chair back until your head is between
your arms and you're looking at the floor. Then slowly
pull yourself back in. Do it 15 times.
Balancing act. Sit with a book on your head. This forces
good posture and works your inner core muscles.
Belly button pull‐in. Sit upright on the edge of your
chair, grasping the arm rests or the edges of the seat pad.
Next, pull your stomach up and in as far as possible ‐
think of pulling your belly button toward your spine. Hold
that position for the count of five to ten, then release.

Calf Stretch and Quadriceps Exercise. Keeping your back
straight and your feet planted flat on the floor in front of
you, place your hands flat on top of your right leg. Lift
your right leg from your hip flexor and fully extend it
straight from the knee. With your leg fully extended flex
your upper leg muscle and hold for 10 seconds. Lower
your right leg slowly, once again placing your foot flat on
the floor. Repeat exercise with the left leg.
Chair Leg Extension. Press your tailbone firmly against
the back of the chair, and lightly grasp the armrests or
the edges of the seat pad. Keeping your back straight
and looking straight ahead, slowly extend your right leg
with your foot flexed toward your shin. At the top of the
movement, your leg should be fully extended, but don't
forcefully lock out your knee. Slowly return to the
starting position. Do 10 repetitions, then repeat with
your left leg.
Chair lift. Place both hands on your chair arms and slowly
lift your bottom off the chair. Lower yourself back down
but stop short of the seat. Hold for a few seconds.
Chair squats. Place a chair behind you and stand in front
of it with your feet shoulder‐width apart. Bend your
knees and squat toward your chair until you’re hovering
just over it. Hold it for a second, then stand back up. You
can do this throughout the day, or just try to hover each
time you sit down.
Cherry picking. Sitting in your chair, stretch your arms
up, one at a time, as high as you can, as if reaching to
pick fruit out of a tree. Repeat 10 times, alternating sides
as you go along.

Cross arm. Sit upright and bring your right arm across
your upper body at about shoulder level. Your elbow
should be slightly flexed. With your left hand, grasp
under your right arm just above the elbow. Gently pull
your right arm across your chest, toward the left, and
hold. Don't shrug your shoulders – just keep them
relaxed. Repeat with your left arm across your upper
body.
Desk pushups. Make sure your desk is solid enough to
support your weight. Standing, put your hands on the
desk. Walk backward, then do push‐ups against the desk.
Foot flex. Push your chair away from your desk and put
your right heel up on the desk. Sit up straight, and bend
forward just until you feel a gentle stretch in the back of
your leg. Flex your foot for a few seconds, and then point
it. Bend forward a little farther, flex your foot again, and
hold for 10 seconds. Repeat on the other side.
Funky chicken. Put your fingertips on your shoulders and
lift your elbows up and then push them down to your
sides, as if you’re trying to fly. Repeat 10 times.
Hug your hamstrings. Sit back and place your hands
under your thigh. Then pull your knee toward your chest
and extend the leg straight in front of you. Hold it and
then switch sides. Do it a couple of times with each leg
for maximum results.
Inner thigh squeeze. Stick a full water bottle between
your legs and squeeze against it with your thighs. The
bottle offers some resistance.

Isometric Hand Press. Sitting upright in your chair, grasp
your hands together in front of your chest, and firmly
press them together. Make sure you continue to breathe
throughout the exercise. Hold for 10 seconds and then
relax for 10 seconds, then repeat four more times.
Jumping rope. Hop on alternate feet, or on both feet at
once. Alternatively, simulate the arm motion of turning a
rope, while alternately tapping the toes of each leg in
front.
Lower Back Exercise. Sitting or standing, place your
hands, palms down, on your lower back. Point your
fingers down and lean back. Push your breastbone up
towards the sky, keeping your elbows pointing straight
back. Hold for 15 seconds then relax.
Neck Stretch. Sit or stand with your head upright. Slowly
let your head loll over so that your right ear nearly
touches your right shoulder. Using your hand, gently
press your head a little lower. Next, let your head fall
gently toward your chest and hold. Let your head loll to
the left shoulder and press it a little lower. Avoid tilting
your head backward ‐‐ it weighs about 10 pounds, so this
can put too much stress on your upper spine.
Nimble fingers. Touch the tip of your thumb to the tip of
each finger in turn, making the circle as round as you can.
Straighten your fingers in between touching each finger.
This will keep your fingers nimble and increase your
mobility.
One‐legged squats. Hold onto a wall or table for
support.

Overhead Press. Sitting upright in your chair, flex your
elbows so that your left hand is in front of your left
shoulder, and your right hand is in front of your right
shoulder. Your elbows should be slightly flared out to the
sides, just below shoulder‐level. Lightly clench your fists
with palms facing forward. Next, fully extend your
elbows without locking them out, with your hands
moving toward the center over your head. Slowly return
to the starting position.
Pump arms. While seated, pump both arms over your
head for 30 seconds, then rapidly tap your feet on the
floor for 30 seconds. Repeat 3‐5 times.
Seated crunches. Put your feet flat on the floor, and
make sure that you’re sitting up straight. Then, rest your
hands in your lap. Breathe in deep through your nose,
“crunching” your upper and lower abs, pushing your
lower back against the chair.
Shoulder shrugs. Simply replicate that gesture you
perfected as a teenager when your parents asked you a
question. With your head at your chest, shrug your
shoulders up and down.
Shoulder Stretch Exercise. Sit up straight with your feet
firmly planted on the floor. Stretch your right arm in front
of you and across your chest, as if you were grabbing
something on your left side. Bring your left arm under
and in front of your right arm. Gently hug your right arm
in towards your chest. Repeat with the arms reversed.
Relax your arms, letting them hang down loosely at your
side. Slowly roll both shoulders backwards ten times.
Slowly roll both shoulders forward ten times.

Side Stretch. Sit at the edge of your chair with your back
straight, and interlace your fingers with your palms
facing away from you. Reach your arms straight above
your head, then lean to the left from the waist and hold.
Next lean to the right and hold.
Toe Tap. Raise your right arm. Tap your left toe to the
side while keeping your right foot on the floor. Alternate
sides
Touch your toes. Stand up in front of your chair and let
your body hang forward, touching as far down on your
body as you can. Then, take your right hand and touch it
to your left toe and vice versa.
Wall push‐ups. Stand facing a wall, with your feet
shoulder‐width apart and about a foot away from the
wall. Rest your palms on the wall at about shoulder
height. Bend your elbows and lean toward the wall as far
as possible. Keep your legs and back straight. Then push
yourself back to starting position.
Wall push‐off. Stand about three feet from a wall, and
place your hands flush against the wall, about shoulder‐
width apart. Slowly lower your body toward the wall by
flexing your elbows. When your elbows are aligned with
your torso, push back up.
Yoga posture. Sit facing forward, then turn your head to
the left and your torso to the right, and hold a few
seconds. Repeat 15 times, alternating sides.

About StartInnovating
StartInnovating was formed in the belief that all
organisations can effectively innovate if they have the
knowledge and the will. The company targets individual
creativity and corporate innovation. Gaining and
maintaining competitive edge and remaining relevant
are key goals for today’s business organisations. When
you add the challenges that come with an uncertain
economic environment to the mix, the need to gain that
edge is even more critical. One clear path to achieving
growth is to focus on sustainable innovation. We help
you create sustainable innovation and gain competitive
advantage by using your most valuable asset ‐ your staff.
Sustainable innovation must never be a one‐off
campaign. It demands a long‐term organisational
commitment, and a culture which embraces innovation.
How an organisation views, gathers, evaluates and acts
upon ideas, the basic building block of innovation, is key.
Innovation is a process of listening and gathering small
pieces of information which impact how an organisation
does business.
We call this process “Innovating on the rim”™. We help
with the harvesting of knowledge through the
knowledge infrastructure, and we help retune the
innovation mindset of your organisation.
Richard Lawler, Managing Director
E‐mail: richard@startinnovating.ie
Mobile: 353 87 2844924
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My business bible. Briain Smyth, Irish Independent
Fire in the Belly tells anyone still beholden to
employers how to discover whether they have what it
takes to be an entrepreneur. Sandra O’Connell,
Sunday Times
I have witnessed this book's ability to change peoples’
lives. David Harrington, amazon.com
I learned more from your book than from 4 years in
college. Trevor Gillespie
It’s ironic and absurd that the issues tackled in the
book never figured during my MBA studies. What
planet are these business schools on? Gaby Posen

